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PANARE BASKETRY: MEANS OF COMMERCIAL 

EXCHANGE AND ARTISTIC EXPRESSION 

INTRODUCTION1 NA 
A thorough study of the arts and crafts of the contemporary in

digenous population of Venezuela is long overdue and would be of 
great interest simply on account of its ethnographic value. However 
the need for such a study is particularly vital in the light of the fact 
that many indigenous groups now derive a substantial income from the 
sale of artefacts as objects of artistic interest to non-indigenous mem
bers of the national society. Under the right conditions, the commercial
ization of indigenous craftwork could fulfill two valuable functions si-

1. The data that form the basis of this essay were collected during the period February 1975 -
June 1976. During this time Henley spent approximately 11 months amongst the Panare. 
This fieldwork was financed ptincipally by the British Social Science Research Council. 
Further generous financia] help was received from the Venezuelan Academia de Ciencias 
the Fundación Raúl Leoni and the Horniman Foundation of the Royal Anthropological 1n'. 
stitute of Great Britain. The author would like to thank ali these bodies for their support 
and Dr. F. Kerdel Vegas in particul .. r for sponsoring his applications to the Academia 
de Ciencias and the Fundación Raúl Leoni. Many other individuals and institutions helped 
the author during the time he was _ in Venezuela and bis debt to them will be fully and 
properly acknowledged in a subsequent and more complete publication of the results of bis 
fieldwork . Here the author would only menticin the personal and institutional backing 
he received from Dr. N. Arvelo-Jiménez and the Instituto Venezolano de Investigaciones 
Científicas and the unstinted hospitality shown him whilst in Caracas by Sra. R. de 
Castro, Dr. L. Castro and their family. Finally, Henley would like to thank Queens' 
College, Cambridge and the Corporación Venezolana de Guayana for providing him with 
funds during the period that the final draft of this paper was written. 
In specific connection with this essay, both authors would líke to express their gratitude 
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multaneously: whilst encouraging indigenous groups to maintain ¡md 
develop their artistic traditions it can at the same time provide them 
with a means of deriving the income they need to huy industrial goods 
which involves less disruption of traditional social and economic rela
tions than cash cropping, cattle rearing or wage labour. But so far there 
have been very few attempts by anthropologists to examine the com
mercial potential of Venezuelan indigenous craftwork in cle.tail. Even 
the most basic information concerning the type and range of artefacts 
produced by indigenous artisans is lacking for most of the indigenous 
groups of Venezuela. Information on the present or potential effect of 
the commercialization of craftwork on indigenous economies and on 
the artistic quality of the artefacts themselves is even more scarce2• 

This essay is intended to rectify this deficiency of information in 
so far as it affects Panare basketry. A lar ge part of the essay is dedicated 
to the discussion of the basket known in Spanish as the "guapa" since 
it is this type of basket that is the most important in the basket trade 
and which from a technical and aesthetic point of view is the finest 
basket that the Panare weave. The essay is divided into five sections. 
In Section I, the social context of the basket trade is described. In Sec
tion 11, the production of basketry for exchange with the criollos is 
considered from an economic point of view and the effect of the basket 
trade on the Panare's traditional system of economic relations is as
sessed3. In Section III, the stylistic diversification that has occurred in 
Panare guapawork following commercialization is described. In Section 
IV, the guapa is considered as vehicle of artistic expression and the 
manner. in which recent technical innovations have affected its value as 
such is examined. The concluding section of the essay, Section V, con
siders the relation between commercialization and the artistic innova
tions that have occurred in Panare guapawork. A catalogue of the 

to Dr. Mary T. Kalin for sorne of the botanical identifications rnade in the text and to 
Sr. Miguel von Dangel, Dr. Walter Coppens, the Sociedad La Salle and the Faculty of 
Econornic and Social Sciences of the 0Universidad Central de Venezuela for access to their 
collections of basketry. The authors would also like to thank C. de Bruyne, G. Owen and 
D. Nedelka for taking sorne of the photographs used in the illustrations. The authors 
are greatly indebted to Prof. R. Lizarralde for rnany things including advice on the pre
paration of the maps used in this publication. Finally, the authors would like to thank 
the following for their critica! rernarks (m the text: Prof. J. A. Barnes, M. Pickering, H. A. 
Reid. 

2. A recent atternpt to deal with sorne of these issues is tbe article by Harnes and Hames 
(1976) published in an earlier nurnber of Antropológica. 

3. As it is used 'in this essay, the tetm 11criollo" refers to all non-Indians, regardless of so
cial· class or ethnic background. Hence it does not have quite tbe sarne connotatio~s as 
the English term "creole". 
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graphic motifs encountered in Panare guapas is provided in Appendix I. 
In certain parts of this essay a large number of technical terms are 

used to describe basketry. The present authors have been obliged to 
invent sorne of these terms since the terms used in previous studies of 
basketry were found to be insufficiently specific for the purposes of 
this essay. Rather than allow definitions of these terms to break up 
the text, the majority have been relegated to a Glossary to be found in 
Appendix III. When reference is made to a type of basket for the first 
time, in addition to an English term, the Spanish and Panare terms 
will be added in parentheses and will be indicated by the capital letters 
"S" and "P" respectively4. There is one exception to this procedure. 
There is no satisfactory English term for the type of basket described in 
this essay as the "guapa". The term "guapa" is currently used in Ve
nezuelan Spanish but is almost certainly a loan word from sorne indig
enous Carib language. The Panare term for this type of basket is 
"wapa". However since this essay will refer not only to Panare baskets 
of this type but also to those woven by other Guianese indigenous 
groups, it seems more appropriate to use the term employed in Spanish, 
the lingua franca of the Venezuelan Guayana5• A short description of 

4. The symbols used to transcribe Panare words have the same value as in English with the 
following qualifications and exceptions: 

alveolar groove fricative having the same value as the English letter 's' except that 
in certain contexts it can become an affricated stop as in the English word "hats". 

n as in English except befare a consonant or at the end of a word in which case it 
is velarized as in the English word "pang". 

1: affricated alveopalatal stop as in the English word "chat"; in certain contexts, not 
yet fully understood, this becomes an alveopalatal groove fricative as in the English 
word "shop". 

h velar slit fricatíve, as in the English word "home". 
glottal stop. No Eng!ish nor Spanish equivalen!. 

'e unrounded mid central vowel as in the English word 11hurt". 
a unrounded low central vowel as in the English word "hart". 

unrounded high back vowel. No English nor Spanish equivalent. 
o rounded inid back vowel as in the English word "hot". 
u rounded high back vowel as in the English word "hoot". 

5. In this essay, the term "Guiana" refers to the "island" enclosed by the Atlantic Ocean, 
the Orinoco River, the Casiquiare Cana~, the Rio Negro and the River Amazon. In addition, 
reference will be made to various subdivisions of this area: "Venezuelan Guayana", the 
territory presently administered by Venezuela; '1Guyana", the territory formerly known as 
"British Guiana"; 11 Surinam.,, the territory formerly referred to as 'tbutch Guiana"; and 
finally, "Guyane", the territory soffietimes referred to as "French Guiana". A large part 
of Guiana is also administered by Brazil but no specific reference is made in this essay to 
that particular subdivision of the region. In view of the Venezuelan claim on the part of 
Guyana that lies to the west of the Essequibo River, sorne readers may regard the proposed 
terminology as unsatisfactory. However until 1982, when the boundary treaty currently 
recognized by both the Venezuelan and Guyanese governments comes up for renewal, it is 
only correct in formal legal terms to describe the whole of former British Guiana as 
"Guyana". In arder to avoid confusion with any of its subdivisions, the adjectival form 
used in connection with the term for the region as a whole, "Guiana", will be "Guianese". 
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the guapa and ali other types of Panare basketry mentioned in the text 
will be found in Appendix II. 

When botanical species are mentioned in the text for the first 
time, a procedure similar to that employed for basket types will be 
followed. In sorne cases however, the English and/ or Spanish terms 
are not known and are therefore omitted. When the scientific Latin 
name is known, it will be included in parentheses and indicated by the 
ca pita! letter "L "6• 

I. THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF THE PANARE BASKET TRADE 

I .1 An Ethnographic Sketch of the Panare 

The Panare are a Carib-speaking indigenous group of between 
1,500 and 1,700 individuals living on the northwestern fringe of the 
Guianese Shield. Before the latter half of the last century, when they 
began to expand to the north and west, they were confined to the mid
dle and upper reaches of the Cuchivero river. Present Panare territory 
covers a roughly triangular area of 18,000 kms2, extending as far west 
as the Suapure river and almost as far north as the banks of the Orinoco 
river ( cf. Map N':' 1). The Panare have also begun to expand to the 
south of the headwaters of the Cuchivero at the expense of the neigh
bouring Hoti. 

The Panare are not the only inhabitants of this area; only in the 
southeastern comer of their territory in the upper reaches of the 
Cuchivero river are their settlements isolated from those of the criollos. 
In the remainder of Panare territory, most settlements are less than 
half a day's wa'lk from a criollo house. Thei:e are a few large criollo 
cattlebreeding ranches in the area but the majority of the criollo inhabi
tants are peasant smallholders engaged in agriculture and cattle breeding. 
In most parts of Panare territory, the close proximity of the Panare to 
the criollos has not been the result of the invasion of the former's 
territory by the latter. Both the criollos and the Panare have moved 

6. Only those identifications marked with an asterisk (*). were made by Dr. M. Kalin tle 
Arroyo of the Botanical Department of the Biology School of the Universidad Central de 
Venezuela. These identifications were made on the basis of dried specimens brought from 
the field. In sorne cases, the samples were not good enough to make completely certain 
identifications and allowance should be made for a small margin of error. The botanical 
identificatíons not marked with an asterisk and the fauna! identifications were made hy 
the authors with the aid of the standard manuals written by L. Schnee (1973) and E. 
Rohl (1956). Since, the authors have training neither in botany nor in zoology, these 
identificatlons should be regarded as tentative. 
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MAP N'? l. 

GENERAL LOCATION OF THE PANARE 

into an area that was occupied until at Ieast the middle of the last 
century by now-extinct indigenous groups (cf. Codazzi 1940, vol. 2: 17). 

Traditional Panare society conforms, in general terms, to the pat
tern typical of Guianese indigenous groups. The economy is based on 
slash and burn agriculture, fishing, hunting and gathering; there is no 
division of labour apart from the fundamental one between meo and 
women; chiefs such as they exist at all, have little political authority 
and no coercive power; the social organization involves very little 
emphasis on descent; there is a positive rule of marriage to which the 
majority of marriages conform; the average size of the residential group 
is about 35 persons; within the residentíal group, for the great major
ity of subsistence activities, the nuclear family is a self-sufficient unit. 

Within Panare territory, there is a sharp contrast between flat and 
sandy plains that become inundated in the rainy season and the steep 
and highly eroded scarp slopes of the Guianese Shield. These geological 
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features provide three principal ecological environments: the savanna, 
the forest an the rivers. The plains are covered with savanna vegetation 
and are crossed by numerous watercourses fringed with gallery forest. 
rocky flanks of the mountains do not favour the growth of dense veg
the forest and the river. The plains are covered with savanna vegetation 
etation cover. Hence the forest becomes abundant only on the relatively 
flattened summits of the mountains (cf. Dumont 1972: 80). 

The Panare economy is oriented to all of the three principal eco
logical environments mentioned. Hunting takes place principally in the 
forest located both on the plains and on the summits of the mountains. 
In most parts of Panare territory, fishing takes place on the plains since 
the steep slopes of the mountains prevent all but the smallest fish from 
getting up towards the sources of the rivers. Gardens are cut either in 
the forest on the plains or in the forest on the mountain summits. The 
Panare consider the gardens cut in the mountains to b~ more productive. 
The savanna environment itself is not rich in resources. On the plains, 
it is mainly the pockets of forest that they exploit rather than the savan
na. It is for this reason that the Panare and the criollos, who use the 
savanna for their cattle breeding activities, can cohabit more or less 
peaceably the same region. 

The traditional Panare settlement pattern reflects the orientation/ 
of the economy to all these environments. However, the sharp contrast{ 
between mountains and plains means that in most parts of PanareT 
territory it is impossible to build a house that is simultaneously dosel 
to all ecological resources. There is considerable variation in the strate- · 
gies that individual communities have adopted to overcome this prob
blem. Sorne have built houses on the plains near to a stretch of gallery 
forest or the forest at the foot of the mountains. In these pockets of 
forest, they cut their gardens. From the plains they make sorties to 
the mountains for game. These sorties can last as long as a month or 
even more, in which time they simply sling their hammocks amongst 
the trees or erect a temporary shelter. Other groups have built their 
houses and cut their gardens in the mountains and make sorties to the 
plains in search of fish. Sorne groups even have two houses and two 
gardens, one of each in the mountains and one of each on the plains. 
Generally speaking however, the traditional settlement pattern has been 
the second of those mentioned. But in recent years, the first of these 
patterns has become more common, i.e. to build houses on the plains 
and make sorties to the mountains. The reason for this move clown to 
the plains is to be closer to the criollos. 
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I. 2 Locql Economic Development and the Basket Trade 

Trade and social relations with the criollos are nothing new for 
the Panare. As long ago as 1885, Chaffanjon observed sorne Panare 
bring agricultura! produce to a criollo town on the lower Cuchivero 
river ( Chaffanjon 1889: 7 3). But the sale of the tonka bean has been 
more important than the sale of agricultura! produce in Panare-criollo 
economic relations. Certainly by 1910, if not before7, the Panare were 
engaged in the collection of this wild fruit (L: Dipteryx sp.; S: sa
rrapia; P: woin8 ). They would not work as peons for criollo masters but 
brought baskets of the bean which they had collected on their own ac
count to a number of collecting stations. At the stations, they exchanged 
the tonka bean for industrial goods, medicines, salt, etc. Until the early 
1960s, the sale of the tonka bean was the Panare's principal means of 
acquiring such goods. The collection and sale of the tonka bean was 
compatible with their traditional settlement pattern_ The fruit grew Lil 
the mountains and it could be exchanged for industrial goods either at 
the trading posts which were often located very dose to Panare set
rlements or with itinerant merchants. But in the early 1960s, the 
market for the tonka bean collapsed, the trading posts in Panare territory 
closed clown and they were obliged to find other means of acquiring the 
industrial products on which they had become dependent. 

With the collapse of the tonka bean market, the Panare were left 
with two types of goods which they could exchange for industrial 
products: agricultura! produce and basketry. As long as any Panare can 
remember both these resources have been exchanged with .the local 
criollos. But until reéently, these exchanges were on a very smáll scale. 
The criollos who lived in the rural hinterland of Caicara, close to the 
Panare, were not a good market for the goods the Panare had (p 

exchange. Most of the criollos grew their own food and they had little 
use for Panare basketry. With them, the Panare were able to exchange 
only small quantities of agricultura! produce and various pieces of funé
tional basketry: manioc presses, manioc sieves and cheese moulds ( d. 
Antolínez 1952). The oldest Panare say that there was also a market 

7. Chaffanjon (1889: 68) reports · that Indians brought baskets of tonka beans to sell 
in Caicara when he visited the town in 1885. However one cannot be sure that he is re· 
ferring to the Panare in this passage. 

8. The tonka bean is a forest fruit from which certain chemicals used in the manufacture of 
cigarcttes and perfumes can be extracted. Vatious species have been identified in Venezuela, 
of which Dipteryx pune/ata (Blake) is the most important. The tonka bean is sometimes 
identified as Coumarorouna sp. (cf. Schnee 1973: 657-658). 
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for guapas even when they were young men but that it was a very small 
one. The small local towns, Caicara and La Urbana, which were better 
markets for Panare products and richer sources of industrial goods than 
the local campesinos, were a long way off for the Panare since there 
were very few roads which connected them with the hinterland in 
which the Panare live. Even so, they did visit these towns on foot. 
The journey from the settlements in the valley of the Colorado ríver 
to Caicara, nowadays a three-hour trip by jeep over an unsurfaced 
road, used to take an able-bodied Panare three days of hard walking. 

But over the last fifteen years or so, a number of significant 
changes have taken place in the social and economic organization of the 
local criollos. According to the statistics of the Malaria Control Divi
sion of the Ministry of Health the population of Caicara has more than 
trebled in the last fifteen years whilst the number of households has 
more than doubled. Paved roads now connect Caicara to the industrial 
centres in the north of Venezuela and around the mouth of the Orinoco. 
Radiating south from Caicara, three new roads, cutting through Panare 
territory -the Vía La Horqueta, the Vía de Guaniamo and the road 
to Pto. Páez- have been built during the last six years or are in the 
process of construction ( cf. Map N? 2). In 1960, Caicara was a sleepy 
little town isolated from the rest of the country; now it is in the process 
of becoming something of a regional commercial centre in which a rela
tively wide range of goods and services are available. 

The road running south from Caicara now makes it relatively easy, 
in the dry season at least, either for criollo merchants to come to the 
Panare settlements or for the Panare to go themselves to Caicara. An
other effect of local economic development has been to increase the 
number of potential customers for the goods the Panare produce. A 
large part of the population increase in Caicara is a result of the mi
gration of campesinos from the rural hinterland to the town. In Cai
cara the former campesinos find employment in the developing service 
and commercial sectors of the local economy. The exodm of these men 
from the rural areas has led to a decline in agricultura! production in 
the vicinity of Caicara and foodstuffs have to be imported from other 
parts of Venezuela. Consequently the cost of living in Caicara has risen 
dramatically. This situation presents potential economic benefits for 
the Panare since local traders are now more interested to seek any 
agricultura! produce that the Panare are disposed to sell and to pay 
a better price for it. Certain Panare individuals are now actively cn
gaged in cash cropping. One man in the community of Santa Fe for 
example, has an annual contraer with a shopkeeper in Caicara for sorne 
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2.500 kgs. of maíz desgranado. But such individuals are exceptions to 
the general rule. 

The Panare as a whole have taken greater advantage of the in
crease in demand for basketry. The increase in demand is not for the 
functional basketry that they havc always sold to the campesinos but 
rather for the basketry that the criollos use for decorative purposes only, 
in particular for guapas. Although the Panare sell most of their basketry 
in Caicara or to traders operating out of Caicara, the ultimare destina
tion of most decorative baskets are the urban centres of Venezuela. 
The local buyers of Panare basketry resell it to visiting tourists or 
take large batches of lt to Caracas or to Ciudad Bolívar where it is sold 
in souvenir shops. Sometimes the Panare living in the southwestern 
comer of Panare territory; south of the Suapure river, go to Pto. Aya
cucho to sell their baskets. These are also resold to people who come 
from outside Pto. Ayacucho itself. A small number of baskets are sold 
to the tourists who visit Panare territory during the dry season and 
buy directly from the artisans. 

The new roads have played a very important part in stimulating 
the basket trade. The roads running south of Caicara facilitare the sale 
of baskets to local criollos and the roads running north of Caicara fa
cilitare their resale by the latter in the urban and industrial centres of 
Venezuela. Furthermore, it is the new roads that have permitted the 
penetration of the area by tourists who come to buy baskets in the dry 
season. There are still sorne areas of Panare territory that are not easily 
reached by road, even in the dry season. In these areas, the basket 
trade is small or non-existent. The basket trade in the communities to 
the south and east of the Guaniamo river is still confined, where it 
exists at all, to the sale of functional basketry. lt would appear that 
in this area there was not even the limited demand for decorative 
basketry that there was in the northern and western parts of Panare 
territory e\ren before the construction of the new roads. Consequently, 
there are very few Panare in the communities to the southeast of the 
Guaniamo river who know how to weave decorative baskets. It is for 
this reason that those who live clase to the newly established Guaniamo 
diamond mines do not sell baskets to the criollo population of the 
mines which numbers sorne 10,000 individuals. Although the Panare 
of these communities showed themselves to be familiar with guapas 
and even ready to offer interpretations of the meaning of the graphic 
motifs of guapas woven by other Panare, not one guapa was to be 
found in their own settlements. On account of the minimal participa
tion of these groups in the basket trade, unless otherwise stated, the 
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generalizations made about Panare society in the remainder of tbis 
essay wilJ not refer to those groups living to the south and east of the 
Guaniamo river. 

Within the remainder of Panare territory, the importance of the 
basket trade as a means of exchange with the.criollos varíes considerably. 
West of the Chaviripa river, baskets are far and away the most impor
tant means of cxchange ( cf. Map N? 2). East of the same river, cash 
cropping is as important as the sale of baskets as a meaos of exchange 
with the criollos. In the communities around El Tigre, sorne Panare 
breed pigs for sale to the criollos. But in no part of Panare territory 
have the Panare ever been willing to sell their labour except on a very 
temporary basis. 

There is also variation in the type of basket that is the most im
portant trade basket. West of the Chaviripa river, the most important 
trade basket is the guapa. There is also a small trade in painted storage 
baskets. ( S: canasta; P: tawahemen) and an even smaller trade in 
pegalls (S: petacas; P: tupupukumen). Amongst the groups around the 
Hato San Pablo, the guapa is still the most important type of trade 
basket but the Panare of this area also sell painted storage baskets, lat
ticework baskets (S: cesta jaula; P: ewe') and other less important 
types of basket work: model Panare houses, satchels, plaques that look 
like table mats, etc.9• The most important trade basket around the Vía 
Guaniamo is the latticework type. Amongst ·the Panare living around 
El Tigre, where the basket trade is small compared to other parts of 
Panare territory, both guapas and latticework baskets are made. 

Taking the Panare as a whole, the greatest volume of trade is in 
the guapa since it is the groups for whom the guapa is the most im
portant trade basket who are the most active basket makers. With the 
exception of the manioc press and the pegall, neither of which play 
more than a very minor role in the present day basket trade, from a 
technical point of view the guapa is the most complex basket that the 

9. In the community of El Paja!. a great variety of basket types are woven. In addition to 
the types already rnentioned, the Panare of this cornmunity also make criollo-style hats ~nd 
round carrying baskets with handles. Sorne of the Panare of the communities aro1md the 
Hato San Pablo also make gaudily decorated bows and arrows. The bow and arrow is not an 
important weapon amongst the Panare. The principal Panare weapons befare the introduction 
of the shotgun were the blowpipe and the lance. These painted bows and arrows are of 
very poor quality and are destined exclusively far sale to the undiscerning tourist whose 
stereotype of the Indian requires him to be armed with bow and arrow. But fake bow and 
arrow sets of this kind are not as ímportant as basketry as a trade ítem. The groups around 
the Hato San Pablo also used to sel! necklaces made up of strings of seeds and/or of 
monkey teeth. The sale of necklaces is not as common as it used to be, · possibly because 
the raw materials are only found in the mountains and the Panare do not go to the 
rnountains as frequently as they used to. 
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Panare· make. Furthermore, the guapa represents the plastic medium 
in which the quality and originality of the artistic abilities of the mod
ern Panare are best expressed. On account of its commercial importance 
and its artistic pre-eminence it is with the guapa that the remainder of 
this essay wíll be principally concerned. 

Around the year 1964, more or less contemporaneously with the 
demise of the tonka bean trade, the Panare began to copy the guapawork 
of the neighbouring Ye'kuana. The Ye'kuana work was first introduced 
to them by an Evangelical missionary of the Orinoco River Mission, 
Charles Olvey. He brought samples of guapawork from Ye'kuana com
munities in the Caura river drainage and encouraged the Panare to 
copy them. A number of the men from the communities in the valley 
of the Colorado river in the southwestern corner of Panare territory 
spent several weeks living in the garden of Olvey's house in Caicara 
attempting to reproduce the Ye'kuana work. Having mastered the basic 
techniques, they returned to their communities where this knowledge 
was passed on to others. Since then the Ye'kuana type of guapawork 
has spread further afield. The core of the present community of Porta
:huelo, near the criollo village of Turiba, is made up of individuals who 
previously lived in the Colorado valley and brought the knowledge of 
the Ye'kuana type of guapawork with them. The weaving of guapas in 
Jther communities that have regular social relations with Colorado and 
Portachuelo has also been affected to sorne degree by the Ye'kuana 
:ype10 

I. 3 Relations with the criollos 

In the part of Panare territory where the basket trade is impor
tant, the Panare have been in regular social and economic contact with 
the criollos since the beginning of this century. As a result, sorne com
nunities have begun to adopt certain criollo customs. During the last 
!ecade, this process of change in traditional patterns of behaviour has 
Jecome more rapid. Although the relation of the basket trade to this 
,henomenon will not be considered until Section II. 3, it is convenient 

O. The class of guapas refcrrecl to as the 'ºYc'kuana typcº' includes ali those. guapas that owc 
somcthing to the adoption of Yc'kuana tcchniques. As will be shown in Sections III - IV 
of chis cssay, thcre are three distinct "styles" of Panare guapawork that owe something to 
the adoption of Ye'kuana techniques. The term uye'kuana type" therefore embraces all 
these three "styles". The three "styles" in qucstion are the Pseudo Ye'kuanoid, ihe 
Yc'kuanoid and thc Modern Panare (cf. Table N~ 4). 
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to give a brief account at this point of the extent of these changes in 
the communities involved in the trade. 

Taking into consideration only those communities involved in the 
trade, it is possible to show that the extent of the change that has 
gone on in a community in recent years is, roughly speaking, inversely 
proportional to the importance that basketry has for that community 
as a means of exchange with the criollos. West of the Chaviripa, the 
most ubvious change that has taken place is the tendency to leave the 
mountains and settle on the plains. This is a recent phenomenon, most 
groups having established their principal houses on the plains only dur
ing the last five years. By 1976 however, almost all groups had done 
so. Although the motive for this change in settlement pattern is to be 
closer to the criollos for economic rather than social reasons, the move 
to the plains has been associated with a surreptitious reluctance to en
dure the hardships that the traditional pattern of settlement in the 
mountains implies. The Panare say that they have left the mountains 
because there are too many snakes there and the paths are bad and 
steep. These reasons figure in their explanations for the change in set· 
tlement pattern as frequently as do reasons to do with the material 
benefits of living close to the criollos. 

When a group moves down to the plains there is a tendency for 
the traditional Panare communal house to ~reak up into a cluster of 
nuclear family dwellings. Sorne Panare say that this is because there is 
not enough thatching palm on the plains. This is not strictly true since 
the kokorito palm, one of the palms most frequently used by the Panare 
for thatching, is found in extensive stands both in the gallery forest 
and in the forest at the foot of the mountains. Furthermore, it seems 
unlikely that severa! small houses would require less thatch than one 
communal house. In any case, it is clear that living close to the criollos 
is more itnportant than living under the same roof. But apart from this 
change in settlement pattern and a concomitant shift of emphasis from 
silvine to riverine subsistence resources, the way of life of the Panare 
living to the west of the Chaviripa river is much as it was at the turn 
of the century when they first settled there. Although members of the 
settlements established on the plains may live under severa! roofs, their 
houses are usually not more than a few _yards from one another. They 
still act together as a community and continue to take communal meals 
together. Recruitment to these residential groups still works along kin
ship lines and there is almost universal compliance with the marriage 
rule. Amongst these Panare, the basket trade is by far and away the 
most important means of exchange with the criollos. 
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In the commumues east of the Chaviripa river, where cash crop
ping is also an important means of acquiring industrial goods, the 
changes that have gone on in recent years have been more extensive. 
These groups moved down to the plains earlier than those living west 
of the Chaviripa. Since the beginning of the century there has been a 
substantial criollo community in the vicinity of the present site of the 
Hato San Pablo ( cf. Map N9 2). This criollo community has acted as 
a magnet to draw the Panare out of the mountains. In many of the 
Panare communities in the region around San Pablo the traditional 
collective house has given way to a number of smaller dwellings and 
the consumption of food is less communal than it is west of the Cha
viripa. Huts with bahareque walls in the criollo style are more frequent 
and most members of these communities wear criollo clothes most of 
the time. Certain parts of the kinship terminological system appear to 
have fallen into disuse and sorne young men no longer regard it as 
important to conform to the traditional marriage rule. 

Y et despite the fact that the Panare have moved closer to the 
criollos both physically and in sorne senses culturally, they are far from 
becoming part of local criollo society. The Panare may interact with 
the criollos more frequently than they did in the past but their relations 
continue to be primarily economic. Even from an economic point of 
view they remain highly independent. In no community do the Panare 
meet their subsistence needs by means of buying food out of wages 
gained by working for the criollos. If they sell their labour it is to huy 
industrial goods with their wages and not food. lt is very rare for a 
Panare to go very far from home in order to work as a labourer and 
also rare for a Panare to work for more than two or three days. This 
is a source of irritation to the criollos who regard their reluctance to 
work as casual labourers as an indication of their congenital laziness 
and even of their savagery. Even those local criollos who are favourably 
disposed towards the Panare usually insist on the need to "civilize" 
them by means of "teaching them how to work". The Panare of course 
see it differently. They dislike the treatment they receive from the 
criollos whilst they are working for them and regard the criollos as 
mean for the low wages they pay. Local criollos in the western part 
of Panare territory import Piaroa and Guahibo when they seek cheap 
labour for harvestingu. 

11. When wages are exccptionally high, the Panare are prepared to work for quite long periods 
as wage labourers. The authors have known young Panare work for several weeks picking 
cotton on the banks of the Orinoco and in agricultural plots near the Guaniamo diamond 
mines. In both these cases, the wages paid by the employers were higher than the wages 
normally paid to unskilled labourers. 
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Very few Panare speak anything more than the most elementary 
trade Spanish and even less have left their communities to live per
manently amongst the criollos. As a whole they remain suspicious and 
reserved, even disdainful, in their 8ttitude towards the criollos, more so, 

·probnbly, than vice versa. Panare women, with good reason, are partic
ularly suspicious of the criollos and in the part of Panare territory dealt 
with in this essay, there is no extant case of marriage or even of a stable 
sexual union between Panare and criollo12• 

Despite, or perhaps because they now have more frequent contact 
with one another than they did in the past, relations between the Pa
nare and criollos have become strained in recent years. This is partly 
due to the fact that the Panare are now fiercely determined not to allow 
themselves to be cheated as they have been in the past. The cumulative 
effect of years of dealing with crioHo merchants has made them adept 
at commercial exchanges and they now drive a very hard bargain. The 
criollos, referring to the traditional distinction between racionale,r; and 
indios, describe this new determination of the Panare by saying. that 
the indios have now become more rational than the racionales. The 
general deterioration of Panare-criollo relations is exemplifíed by the 
decay of the compadrazgo relationship that used to operare between 
many individual Panare and criollos. Most of the older Panare men, 
in addition to their Panare name, have a Spanish name which they ac
quired when they were baptised by a criollo and ·given the latter's name. 
The baptism sanctified a relationship that consisted basically of the 
preferential exchange of goods and services ( cf. Dumont 1972: 82-83). 
In contrast, many young Panare have no Spanish name since the criollos 
are now reluctant to enter into any new compadrazgo relationship. The 
criollos complain that whilst the Panare are only too ready to ask for 
favours from their compadres they are never willing to do or give 
anything in return, free of charge. 

The attitude of criollos to the Panare varíes greatly, running from 
the generous and considerare to the frankly exploitative. However the 
Panare seem to work on the assumption that all criollos are intent on 
cheating them. They do however maintain fairly amicable relations with 
those who live in the neighbourhood of their settlements. This is par
ticularly true of the older Panare sorne of whom have been on friendly 
terms with certain old criollos for as long as fifty years. Indeed, the 

12. Despite criollo boasts to thc contrary, there is no evidence ro suggcst thar Panare ,vomen 
evcr engage or ever havc engaged in prostirurion. Criollos of the regían do however relate 
cases of the rape of Pana re women by criollo men. 
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Panare are very well informed about the kin ties and biographies of the 
local criollos even though they only speak rudimentary Spanish and the 
criollos even less Panare. 

Even the young Panare of the relatively traditional communities 
who are often openly disdainful of the criollos, are interested to learn 
about the criollo world beyond the limited horizons they know. To this 
end, they are interested in maintaining relations with the criollos that 
go beyond mere exchange of goods. But since the principal basis of 
Panare-criollo relations is economic, the tensions that arise in the as
sessment of the material value of the goods exchanged tends to dom
ínate Parrare criollo relations whatever the context13. 

If the Panare are interested in developing closer social relations 
wíth the criollos, so far it seems that it is only on their own terms 
that they are prepared to do so. Until very recently, there had -been 
no direct attempt to put pressure on the Parrare to change their ways. 
With the establishment of three missions in Panare territory between 
1969 and 197 4 ( two mission stations belonging to the New Tribes 
Mission and the other to a Roman Catholic arder of nuns), and the 
awakening interest of various government agencies in the Panare, this 
is now. changing. Nevertheless, even today, at least seventy years after 
the establishment of regular social relations with the criollos, the Pa
nare remain highly independent of criollo society. Economically, they 
remain self-sufficient from the point of view of their subsistence needs 
whilst socially their relations with the criollos are in sorne sense get
ting worse rather than better. Yet in spite of this independence, the 
Panare have begun to adopt certain patterns of behaviour that are simi
lar to those of the criollos14• 

!J. This intctest in finding out about what happens beyond the narrow confines of their world 
is manifested in the enthusiasm with which the Panare of Colorado have responded to thc 
efforts of the New Tribes Mission to teach thel1\ 10 read. Although one of the ,trongest 
motives far this interest is a desire to learn about Jesus and hence go to God's House, 
they also appear to be concerned to acquire the powers that reading and writing skills 
bring with them. 

14. Th'.!re is a danger rhat Panare-criollo relatíons will deteriorate even further _in the future. 
Whilst the Panare are in the process of moving their principal houses and gardens down 
to the p!ams, the criollos are simultaneously beginning to exploit the region more intensively, 
increasing the number of h,ead of cattle on the plains. The vicious circle that has· ended u¡, 
in murder and dislodgement of the Cuiva and Yaruro in AlJure Statc th:eatfns to s-:art turn · 
ing in Oto. Cedeño: criollo cattle enter the Indians' gardens and the Indian kill the cattle. 
When the National Guard go to investigate the case, the Indians, afraid, receive them 
with shotgun blasts. In July 1975, there was a case of this kind in Panare ierritory and there 
have been other potentially exp!osive situations. These problems can only be avoided by 
means of the careful legal definition and enforcement of rights over resources. 
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II. BASKETRY AS A MEANS OF EXCHANGE 

II. 1 The Place of Basketry in Panare Society15 

Traditionally, Panare men wove baskets whil,t Panare women 
made pots. Now pottery is only made in the Panare commumttes in 
the Cuchivero clrainage in the eastern part of Panare territory. In west
ern Pannre territory, women are sometimes co-opted to do subsidiary 
tasks in the preparation of basket material. Although basketrv remains 
essentially a male task, there are at least two cases of women who háve 
learnt to weave guapas under the stimulus of the basket trade. 

A Panare boy begins to learn to weave when he is about 10 to 
12 years old. As in most fields of Panare expertise, he receives no formal 
instruction. At first, he merely watches older men. The next step is to 
weave a part of an older man's basket. Finally the novitiate will experi
ment with a basket of his own. If a young boy gets into trouble with 
his basketwork, he may consult his father or a kinsman but he will 
never set the work of another clown in front of him and systematically 
copy it. 

The amount of time spent in weaving .and the type of basket 
woven varies according to age in Pana re society. The most prolific 
basket makers are men between the ages of 15 and 25 years. The baskets 
they weave are mostly guapas which are woven exclusively for sale to 
the criollos. Men of this age group have few responsibilities, being either 
unmarried or having only a small family. The greatest part of the in
come that they derive from this activity is spent on "luxuries" - trips 
to Caicara, transistor radios, battery-operated record players, bicycles, 
expensive kather belts, perfumes, etc.-, only a small part is spent on 
utilitarian goods. Fathers of unmarried boys complain that their sons 
spend their time making baskets rather than working in the gardens. 
But their complaint is not a serious one. There is a general pattern of 
indulgence in Panare society towards the young and socially irrespon-

15. The generalizations made in rhis !-ection about Pana re basket making, activities refer exclu· 
sively to those communities involved in thc basket tradc. Furthermore thcse ycneralízations 
are based principally on data collectcd in thc Panarc communities in the valley of the 
Colorado river. Although the authors spcnt most time in Colorado, they also visited almost 
ali the other communities involved in the basket trade and have no reason to suppose, 
unless otherwise stated, that thc generalizations made here are not true of these com· 
munities also. It should be borne in mind however thar rhe Colorado communities :ue 
atypical of the comniunitíes involved in the basket trade as a ,vhole since ir was in Co· 
Jorado that guapawork of the Ye'kuana type was first introduced. Where this atypical 
feature affects the practice of guapawork, it will be indicated in the text. 
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sible. It is assumed that, with time, they will come round to behaving 
in the appropriate manner. 

Men over the age of 25 years, who will typically have two or 
tbree children and even perhaps a second wife, spend less time making 
guapas destined for sale and more time making functiónal basketry for 
domestic use. Sorne types of functional basketry require skills that not 
everyone has, this being particularly true of the manioc press. But it is 
not only because it is difficult to weave that the manioc press is only 
made by older men. The finer examples of guapawork woven by young 
men require skills as complex, although different, from those involved 
in the weaving of the manioc press. The phenomenon is better ex
plained by referring to their general social behaviour. Age amongst the 
Panare brings responsibilities rather than privileges and it is only the 
older men who are prepared to spend their time on the task of making 
a manioc press for the general use of the community rather than a guapa 
exclusively for their own benefit. 

In the communities where the guapawork has been influenced by 
the Ye'kuana type, the most competent artisans are between the ages 
of 20 and 40. The men in this age group were under 30 when the 
Ye'kuana type was first introduced and since then have had 12 years 
to develop their skills. Men presently over the age of 40 seem to have 
been too settled in their ways to have bothered to learn how to weave 
in the new fashion. Men of this age group do not however continue to 
weave guapas in the traditional Panare manner. The basket types that 
they most frequently weave for sale to the criollos are the painted 
storage basket type or functional pieces of basketry such as cheese 
moulds and manioc sieves16 • 

The amount of time dedicated to the production of trade baskets 
also vades with the seasons and between communities. All these vari
able factors make it difficult to generalize. However, as a rough guide 
one can say that an adult Panare in the valley of Colorado spends an 
average of between one and two days a week engaged in basketmaking 
activities. The best time to weave is at night or in the early morning 
since the dampness in the air makes the raw material more malleable. 
These times would normally be used only for resting or chatting. Every 

16. This is not universally true: the oldcst man in Colorado, probably in his sixties; weaves 
guapas of the Ye'kuana type. Thís is something of an exceptional case since he h:1s recired 
from active life and has more time to experiment with new basketry techniques. Pcrhaps 
it is also significan, that his sons are extremely good basket makers, one of them probably 
the best in the val ley. 
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second or third day, an adult Panare stays ati home to rest from his 
subsistence activities. This rest is often used for basket making. Ado
lescents may stay at home making baskets rather than working in the 
gardens but they spend just as much time at home doing nothing except 
a little casual bird-shooting practice with a blowpipe. 

Basketmaking amongst the Panare is an almost entirely secular 
activity, whether the basket be for sale or for domes tic use only. The 
only metaphysical belief associated with basketmaking involves the idea 
that certain stands of the reed that provides the raw material for sev
era! types of basket, including the guapa, cannot be exploited since 
they are said to belong to a supernatural entity, amana, half human and 
half animal, that manifests itself in the form of a huge land snake17• 

The role of basketmaker brings no special privileges. The greatest social 
reward that an expert basketmaker can expect is a certain informal 
prestige18• Nevertheless, in Colorado at least, a good basketmaker takes 
great pride in his work and is very ready to criticize mercilessly the 
shoddy work of less talented men. 

Por many Panare living in the Colorado valley, ·guapawork is more 
than simply the production of a means of exchange with the criollos. 
Even though the commercial value of basketwork is the principal rea
son for doing it, the artisans also take pride and even pleasure in what 
they are doing. Guapawork can sometimes seem like nothing more 
serious than a pastime. I t is common to see a man return in mid-after
n.oon from hunting or gardening, and having bathed, to set about 
casually weaving a guapa whilst chatting to the others about the events 
of the day. A sure way to acquire a shoddy guapa is to bespeak it. Then 
the artisan is reminded that basketmaking is essentially a colnmercial 
enterprise and will run up a guapa as quickly as possible. If there is no 
immediate buyer in view, he takes his time and does a better job of 
work. 

Since the criollos of the region do not make basketry of any kind, 
within the local context of Caicara and its hinterland, basketry serves 

17. Only the i'yan, the Panare headman and shaman, can determine whether a stand of the reed 
should be ~xploited. One young Panare informant, whilst in the Andean town of Mérida 
~n arder to help one of the authors with linguistic material, encountered a stand of plants 
very similar to the reed used in °Panare basketwork.1 When it was suggested to him that 
he cut them and use them to weave guapas, he explained that he could not since, not 
being an i'yan, he was unable to tell whether they belonged to amana. It should be srressed 
that this bclief is not universal amongst the Panare. Tne Colorado Panare, generally more 
trad.itional than the Panare of the community where the informant normally lived, are 
unfamiliar with this belief. 

18. A Panare cannot for example gain shamanic power by virtue of being a master basketmaker 
as can a Warao (cf. Wilbert 1975: 82-83). 
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as a marker of Panare identity19 • The Panare consider basketmaking to 
be an _exclusively Panare skill and seem to regard the criollos' inability 
to weave as confirmatory evidence of their general stupidity. When 
onP r,f the authors began to learn to weave guapas, the Panare of the 
settlement where he was living thought it a great joke at first and 
were clearly sceptical that anyone who was not a Panare could possibly 

learn to do so. However, having shown that he was serious in his 
intention to learn, they gave him a great deal of encouragement and 
showed the result of his efforts with great glee to the Panare from other 
communities who carne visiting. 

The foregoing remarks refer to the place of basketry in Colorado, 
one of the most traditional of the Panare communities involved in the 
basket trade. In the communities located to the east of the Chaviripa 
river, where a gre'.lter degree of social change has taken place in recent 
years, the place of basketry is not so elevated. In these communities it 
is simply a means of exchange and a laborious task at that. When one 
asks the men of these communities why they do not weave more guapas, 
they respond by enumerating all the separate processes involved, as if 
to emphasize the generally tedious nature of the work by this minute 
description. The relationship between this attitude to basketry and the 
extent of social and cultural change that has recently taken place in 
rhesc communities will be discussed below. 

II. 2 I he Economic Value o/ Guapawork 

Before passing on to estimating the exchange value of the labour 
invested in guapawork, it is essential to describe the collection and 
preparation of the raw material since this takes almost as much time 
as the weaving itself. 

All rhe baskets that the Panare sell to the criollos are made prin
cipally from strips of itiriti ( L: J schnosiphon obliquiformis Loes.~'; S: 
tirita; P: manankye). This reed-like plant grows in the mountains in 
stands of severa! thousands along· the banks of streams. The collection 
of itiriti is an arduous task for the savanna-dwelling Panare since it is 
very heavy in its unelaborated form and the nearest source of supply is 

19. An ,mL-cdotl' illustratcs thc point. On onc occasion, one of the authors was standing hy 
thc side of a road, accompanied by a Panare man. A truck passed by and thc Panare 
nrn1ml.'ntl.'J th<lt rhcre werc Panarc in the truck. Since rhe sidcs of the truck were closed 
;rnd it wa:- impossiblc to see the passengers, the author asked him how he 1<new. He 
~aid d1,1t he knew there wen: Panare present because he had secn the type of car•iying 
hask,..-t known in Spanish as a. "mapirc" (P: tawa') ticd to thc vchicle. 
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a. collecting itiriti 

PLATE No. 1 
b . rods of itiriti 
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rarely closer than half a day's hard uphill walk away. Furthermore, in 
sorne places, the volume of basket production is so great that the itiriti 
is being cut at a rate faster than it regenerates so that every year the 
Panare have to go further to find it. The Panare consider the collection 
of itiriti to be not only arduous but also dangerous, in part because of 
the presence of snakes in the mountains but also because the dark 
wooded slopes are the dwelling place of the usukensa', the malignant 
spirits of dead Panare. Due to the difficulties involved in collecting 
itiriti, the savanna-dwelling Panare sometimes use the stem of a simi
larplant that grows on the savanna ( L: Ischnosiphon Arouma ( Aubl.) 
Koern.; S: casupo; P: ke1u') 2º. But this material is less easy to work 
and guapas woven from it go brown after a time. The Panare of Colo
rado regard it as ugly and deride guapas in which it has been used. 

When a Panare goes to the mountains to collect itiriti, he already 
has an idea of the size and type of basket that he intends to weave. He 
carefully selects the plants that he wants -they can be neither too old 
nor too young- and cuts the stems of the plant into rods of the ap
propriate length. After he has returned to the settlement, the first step 
in the preparation of the guapa elements is the removal of the green 
outer cortex. This is done with a knife as illustrated in Plate No. 2a. 
The peeled rods are then varnished. The ,Panare use two different var
nishes: the most frequently employed is a brownish-black varnish they 
call mahco; less common is a red varnish known as kehco. Mahto is 
dedved from a tree that grows in wooded clumps on the savanna as 
well as in the forest (L: Myrcia sp. 1'; S: guayabito; P: anoe). The 
outer bark is peeled off and mashed in water. The resulting liquid is 
strained and stored in a bottle. Kehto is derived from a very common 
savanna tree (L: Byrsonima crassifolia H.B.K. 1'; S: chaparro; P: 
tarzto'); it is prepared in a manner similar to that described for mahto. 
When the Panare employ mahco, the first layer is applied to the rods 
of itiriti mixed with a special sort of charcoal dust. This charcoal is 
derived from the bark of another tree, also common on the savanna 
(L: Casearia silvestris (Sw.) Berth.'"; S: macapirítu; P: keremete). 
The rods are left to dry in the sun and then another !ayer is appli.ed, 
this time without charcoal. In total, three or four layers are applied 
until the rod is black and shiny. Kehco is applied in a similar manner 
but without the addition of charcoal. 

20. Anothcr plant vcry similar to tht.: idriti plant i~ also uscd to manufacture baskcts. This 
plani, which thc P:tn,m:· mil tamu, grows in thi: mountains ,111d is unknown to thc mllhor,>. 
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PLATE No. 2 

a. removing the final 
layer of pith 

b. varnishing itiriti 
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When the varnished rods have completely dried, they are split 
into severa! lengths with a knife. The inner pithy core of each rod is 
separated from the cortex. Although most of the core can be removed 
with a knife, the final !ayer of pith can only be removed with the aid 
of the teeth ( cf. Plate No. 2a). This final stage is not reported in the 
classic description of the technique of preparing basket elements (Roth 
1924: 137-139) and its practise by the Panare may be due to the 
inferior quality of the itiriti available in Panare territory. 

Severa! other materials play a minar role in the production of 
guapas. Binding is made from silk grass thread ( L: Ananas erectifolius 
L.B. Smith.; S: curagua; P: kawa'), cotton or. the inner bark of certain 
trees ( P: ke'ñete). The first two bindings mentioned are spun from 
plants sown in the Panare's own gardens, although nowadays cotton 
is often bought from the criollos. These threads are coated with a 
resinous gum (S: peramán; P: makiya) which the Panare receive from 
itinerant Piaroa in exchange for curare. The hoops used to form the 
rim of the guapa are fashioned from slivers cut from the ridge of a 
branch of the caraba palm ( L: Jessenia polycarpa Karst.; S: coroba; P: 
kuruwa) or the kokorito palm (L: Maximiliana regia Mart.; S: cucurito; 
P: we'Jae). 

Having described the processes involved in the preparation of the 
raw materials, one is in a better position to appreciate how much labour 
is invested in guapawork. Even so, it is still difficult to make anything 
m~re than a rough estímate of the average time spent on a guapa of a 
given size. Firstly, although the preparation of the raw material takes 
place immediately, the weaving may take place on and off over a period 
of days or even weeks. Furthermore, the Panare weave at all times of 
day and night. Sometimes, a man will get up at three in the morning 
to weave. It therefore requires almost total dedication to the activities 
of one individual over a period of severa! weeks to make an exact 
calculation of the time that he spends weaving. The authors were not 
able to do this. Secondly, the time it takes to weave a guapa varíes with 
the skill of the artisan and the complexity of the design that he is 
weaving. Thirdly, it is difficult to give a time value to the preparation 
of the dyes and the binding. These materials will often be collected by 
means of a detour on a hunting trip and a supply will last far severa! 
bundles of itirití. The figures given below are no more than rough es
timates based on spot checks made on a number of different individuals 
at different stages of the guapa-weaving process and on the experience 
that one of the authors gained by learning to weave himself. The time 
invested in the production of a guapa of a given size will be expressed 
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a. cutting itiriti 

PLATE No. 3 
b. elements ready to be used 
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in terms of "day( s) of work". A "day of work" is here taken to mean 
approximately eight hours dedicated to guapawork regardless of wheth
er this time is put in consecutively or intermittently over a period of 
days or weeks. 

The size of guapa that is most commonly sold by the Panare of 
Colorado is between 30 and 35 cms. in diameter and at current prices 
(}une 1976) sells for Bs. 15. To weave six guapas of this size, one needs 
to bring back about 15 kgs. of itiriti from the mountains. This repre
sents one hard day's work. The processing of the itiriti rods into guapa 
elements and the collection and preparation of ancillary materials ( var
nish, binding, etc.) can be considered to represent between one and 
two days' leisurely work. The weaving itself requires between three 
and four days' work. Thus in total, six days' work are required to 
weave six guapas that can be sold for a total of Bs. 90. In other words, 
the exchange value of a day of guapawork is about Bs. 15 ( about 
us $ 4.00). 

These figures apply to Colorado which is not typical of the com
munities involved in the sale fo guapas, because it is one of the few com
munities where suapas of the Ye'kuana type are woven. A guapa of 
the traditional Panare type sells for approximately half the price that 
a guapa of the Ye'kuana type of the same dimensions sells for. But 
the elements employed in the traditional type of guapa are wider and 
more lossely woven so that, in fact, there are roughly half the number 
of elements in a traditional guapa as there are in a Ye'kuana type 
guapa of the same diameter. Consequently the labour time invested 
in a traditional guapa is roughly half the time invested in a Y e'kuana 
type of guapa. Thus despite the lower prices that the traditional guapas 
command, the exchange value of the labour invested in traditional 
guapawork is about the same as the exchange value of the labour 
invested in guapawork of the Ye'kuana type. 

By co-incidence, the exchange value of the labour invested in 
Panare guapawork is more or less equivalent to the wages paid to 
unskilled agricultura! labourers in the region where the Panare live. 
Nevertheless many local criollos feel that the Panare charge unreasonably 
high prices for their basketry. The criollos do not realize how much 
work is invested in the production of a guapa and base their attitude 
not so much on the present price of guapas as on the rise in the price 
of guapas that has occurred in the last few years. The increase in the 
price the Panare ask for their guapas can be gauged by comparing the 
present prices of guapas with the price list of the collection of guapas 
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made by R. Lizarralde in 196921 . The comparison indicates that the 
present príce of guapas is three to five times the price of guapas in 1969. 

The price increase is in part the Panare's response to inflation and 
in part the result of an increased valuation of their own work. The 
Panare are now quite accustomed to the idea of inflation and like 
everybody else complain that goods are so much more expensive now 
than they used to be. On one occasion, when one of the authors was 
buying a basket for Bs. 20, the artisan pointed out that the basket was 
cheap now but would cost Bs. 25 the following rainy season, Bs. 30 
the following dry season, Bs. 35 the rainy season after that and so on. 
There is a tendency for the Panare to see inflation as part of a plot by 
the local criollos to swindle them and there is a distinct element of 
revenge in the high prices they now demand. In the rainy season of 
197 5, a number of Panare in Colorado agreed not to sell any more 
cheese moulds to the local criollos. The Panare laughed amongst 
themselves at the thought of the criollos using old sacking for moulds. 
They explained that they had started this embargo because the criollos 
were charging high prices for their cheese. The fact that they, the 
Panare, do not eat cheese and the majority of them consider it disgust
ing, did not matter; it was the principie that they objected to. But the 
agreement did not last long and by the dry season of 1976, everybody 
was selling cheese moulds to the local criollos once again. 

But whilst the guapas have increased in price between three and 
five times in the last seven years, there are few goods that they buy 
that have more than doubled in price in the same period. The Panare 
explain that the baskets that they now weave are of much better qu.1li
ty than the ones they wove in the past. Therefore the criollos should 
pay more for them. When justifying this price increase the Panare 
show a certain truculence that stems from the feeling that guapawork 
is hard and skilled work that should be properly value by the criollos. 

The Panare calculare the price of guapas on the basis of rhe 
diameter. This is measured against the span between outstretchcd 
thumb ánd third finger. This unir of measurement, which the Panare 
call yapun, varies according to the size of the hand of the man doing 
the measuring and the degree to which he feels like stretching his 
fingers when doing it. But as a rough guide, one can say that a yapun 
corresponds to about 15 cms. Table N? 1 gives a list of current prices 
in Colorado (}une 1976). The sizes most frequently soldare rhose 

21. This colJcction was madc for an<l is prcscntly held hy 1he Ethnogrnphy St:ction uf the 
Research Institute of thc Faculty of Economic and Social Scil'nn·s o( rhc Universitl,1d C.:n
tral de Venezuela. 
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valued at Bs. 15, Bs. 20, and Bs. 40. Sizes both larger and smaller than 
those listed in the table are also found but these are rare. The manu
facture of guapas greater than 4 yapun in diameter is a very recent 
phenomenon. It should be borne in mind that these prices refer to 
guapas of the Y e'kuana type. 

TABLE N~ 1 

Current prices of Ye'kuana type guapas in Colorado 
(June 1976) 

Price Diameter ( in yapun) 

Bs. 10 two 
Bs. 15 two and a "bit" 
Bs. 20 almost three 
Bs. 25 three 
Bs. 30 three and a "bit" 
Bs. 35 almost four 
Bs. 40 four 
Bs. 45 ............ four and a "bit" 

As the table shows, the Panare do not always compute the price of a 
guapa ·against whole yapun. For example, if a Panare counts aloud 
when measuring a guapa valued at Bs. 15, he will say: "One yapun, 
two yapun and a little bit". The "bit" can vary considerably in si
ze depending on what the artisan feels like charging for his work. 

The Panare calculate sums of money in terms of fuertes, a tradi
tional Venezuelan sum of money equivalent to Bs. 5 (approx. US $ 1.25). 
In rural areas, the criollos also frequently calculare sums of money in 
terms of fuertes although this custom is becoming somewhat anachronis
tic. It suits the Panare well to calculare in terms of fuertes_ since their 
own system of enumeration is based on units of five. They are very 
unwilling to subdivide a fuerte. This is where the variable "bit" comes 
in handy. For example, if the diameter of a guapa falls sOmewhere 
between two yapun and three, they will merely vary the size o.f the 
"bit" in order to put the' price up to Bs. 20 or clown to Bs. 15 as the 
mood takes them, rather than charge, say, Bs. 18. 

When judging the quality of a guapa, the Panare pay great at
tention to its technical features. They consider carefully the weave, the 
width of the elements and the binding around the rim. They also pay 
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great attention to the pattern woven into the rim of the guapa even 
though this is very difficult to see once the rim has been attached to rhe 
main body of the guapa by meaos of : hoop on either side of it. 

There is a quite evident disharmony between the way that the 
Panare estímate the value of a guapa and the manner in which the 
criollo traders who come to their settlements do so. Not only does the 
criollo feel that the quality of individual guapas should affect the price, 
but his way of judging what constitutes a good guapa is different from 
that of the Panare. The criollo assesses the quality of a guapa on its 
graphic features rather than on the underlying technical features ( cf. 
Appendix III.2). Sorne criollos, unaware of the technical difficulties 
involved, ask the Panare to make the graphic designs on the surface of 
their guapas more anecdotal: "Look, compai, why don't you put a tiger 
here and a man there and make the tiger look as if he's going to jump 
upon the man and eat him?". The criollo is also only really interested 
in the main body of the guapa. To him, it is more or less the same 
whether the basket rim has a pattern or not. 

But the Panare are very unwilling to alter the price of a guapa on 
account of the complexity or qualíty of the graphíc features. The criollo 
feels that a guapa of a gíven size with a simple graphic design should 
be worth less than one of the same size with a complex graphic pattern. 
Similarly, he feels that if there are obvious mistakes in the partero or 
if the elements are shoddily prepared ( whi~h gives rise to waviness in 
the graphic lines), the guapa should be worth less. But the Panare do 
not recognize these arguments. If pressurized for a lower price for 
simple or defective guapas, they will respond by threatening to increase 
the price of the guapas that the criollo values more highly and not by 
reducing the price of the ones he considers of lesser quality. 

They are also unwilling to recognize that the criollo traders have 
to make a profit if they are to continue in business. The Panare will not 
normally reduce the price of guapas bought in bulk. On the contrary, 
they sometimes even ask for more for large batches of guapas than the 
total price would be if the trader paid for each guapa in the batch in
dividually. The Panare explain that they want a great deal of money 
for the batch because in total the batch represents a great deal of work. 
The criollo finds this reasoning totally illogical. Nor will the Panare 
reduce the price of their guapas in consideration of the fact that the 
criollo trader has come to the settlement to buy them. They know that 
the criollo increases the price of the guapas when he resells them and 
want therefore to charge him the price that he charges others. The 
criollo for his part complains that the Panare do not take into accourit 
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that if he did not come to the settlement to buy the guapas they would 
have to pay to get to Caicara to sell their work. 

The criollos find trading with the Panare very frustrating on ac
count of the dissonance in their respective ways of computing value 
and declare the Panare's trading behaviour to be a sure sign of their 
"irrationality". On account of the frustrations that he encountered 
trading with them, one of the principal criollo traders has given up the 
business of buying and selling guapas and has turned instead to buying 
and selling the cheese produced by the local criollos. But his retirement 
from the field is a pyrrhic victory for the Panare attitude to trading 
since they now find it more difficult and sometimes impossible to sell 
their guapas in Caicara22 • 

The reason the Panare now find it difficult to sell their guapas in 
Caicara is that the criollo intermediaries who deal in them are now 
fínding it hard for their part to re-sell them in the urban centres of 
Venezuela. There appears to be an upper Iimit to the price that urban 
customers for indigenous artefacts are prepared to pay for a basket 
which Panare guapas, by the time they are placed in the gift shops, now 
stand in danger of going beyond. This is particularly true of the large 
Ye'kuana type guapas. Even when the customer buys directly from the 
artisan, a large Ye'kuana type guapa of 4 yapun ( i.e. about 60 cms. in 
diameter) costs him Bs. 40 ( approx. US $ 10), a price that many are 
reluctant to pay. But by the time that a guapa reaches Caracas it is 
worth considerably more. 

The following data come from one of the dealers in Caracas who 
in 1975 used to distribute Panare guapas around the gift shops and 
other outlets in Caracas. He worked in collaboration with the criollo 
trader mentioned above. The trader, based in Caicara, used to take the 
baskets to Caracas where he sold them to the distributor making a 
surcharge of Bs. 3 on each basket. When the distributor re-sold them 
to the gift shops, he would put on a further surcharge of Bs. 3 or Bs. 4. 
But when the gift shops sell the guapas, they at least double the price 
they paid to the distributor. Thus a basket that the Panare sells for 
Bs. 15 is sold for about Bs. 45 in a Caracas gift shop. If the same price 
mark-up is made on a basket that the artisan sells for Bs. 40, the cost 

22. The Panare havc not ahvays bcen as adept as they are now at rhe arithmetic involvcd 
in computing priccs. In thc ear]y days of rhe basket trade, the Evangelical missionary in 
Caicara who was largely rcsponsiblc for starting thc basket tradc, uscd to huy from in
dividual Panarc artisans in bulk. \X/hcn thc Panarc gaincd a little cxpcriencc, thcy realize<l 
that rhey could ger more if ther sold thcir haskcrs onc by onc to various bu~·crs rathcr than 
in a batch to onc person. As a rcsult, thcy b~gan to ask the missionary for more for their 
work. This pricc incrcasc also causcd thc mission.ary to givc up buying baskets. 
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in Caracas would be about Bs. 100. But the gift shop owners find that 
Bs. 100 is higher than most of their customers are prepared to pay 
and are thus obliged to reduce their rate of profit. Consequently, they 
are not longer willing to handle the larger Y e'kuana type guapas. 

By militating against the production of the larger Ye'kuana type 
guapas, this pattern of demand is also militating against the production 
of what are, from an aesthetic point of view, the best guapas the Pa
nare weave. This is because the larger the guapa, the greater the area 
the artisan has to develop the graphíc potential of the medium. More
over, because the larger guapas are usually only attempted by the 
most competent artisans, they are generally very well finished from a 
technical point of view. 

The pattern of demand in the urban centres for Panare guapas 
filters back to the artisans via the criollo intermediaries. But even 
though the intermediaries have been urging the Panare to produce 
smaller guapas since as long ago as 1974, they have only responded to 
this demand in the most limited way. Many continue to produce large 
guapas with complex graphic designs even though they are well aware 
that guapas of this type have become difficult to sell far what they 
consider to be a just price. Indeed, in 1976, the Panare of Portachuelo 
were producing Y e'kuana type guapas of well over 4 yapun in diameter, 
larger than any Y e'kuana type guapas woven by the Panare before. 

The failure of rhe Panare artisans to respond to the exhortations 
of the criollo intermediaries is due to the fact that for many of them, 
guapas are more than a means of material exchange with the criollos·, 
A skilled artisan likes to express his competence in a large and graph
ically intricare guapa. He also likes to think of the handful of fuertes 
that he will receive, hoping that he will be the lucky one to find a 
rich buyer. But in the long term the Panare cannot remain impervious 
to the demand for their guapas. Unless sorne means can be devised to 
circumvent the price mark-up that takes place under the present system 
of marketing guapas between the artisan and the urban customer, the 
Panare will see themselves obliged to give up producing the best 
quality guapas, if, that is, they do not give up producing guapas alto
gether. 

II. 3 The Basket Trade and Social Change 

In the relatively traditional communities located west of the Cha
viripa river, the income derived from selling baskets to the criollos is 
u sed far purchasing a wide variety of industrial goods. Although young 
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men tend ro spen<l a large part of their income on "luxuries", older ;md 

more responsible men spend cheir inc(lrne on more prosaic goods: cook

ing pots, fishing hooks an<l line, cloth for pabcllo11es, fire arrns, shot. 

powder, leaf cutter ant poison, gardcn tools, aspirin. soap, kerosene, 

etc. In recent years, the Panare hnve bcgun to acquire bicvcles. They 

do not trnvel by canoe since thc rivers in Panare terrirory are rnostly 

unnavegab]e and they find bicvclcs useful for hunting and fishing tri¡~s. 

Although bicycles are used for trnditional purposes, they are syrnp

tomatic of the present tendency to settlc on che phins since the steep 

and broken paths of the mountains make bicvcles rotally irnpraccical 

there. 

The Panare of these communicies spend verv litrle on alcohol and 

nothing on clothes. The onl>· foods on which thev spend money are 

sugar and certain unimportant items sucl1 as brend, biscuits and soft 

drinks which are enren for pleasure rather than sustenancc. The incorne 

derived from guapas is almost never used to meet basic subsist.:nce 

needs. In 1975, when the Panare of Colorado were hungry nt the 

height of the rainv season when their old gardens were spent but 

their new gardens had not yet come into production, che~, were ex

tremely reluctant to spend the rnoney earned through tl~c sale of guapas 

Oíl food. 

Although they may be reluctant to spend their money on food, 

the Panare of thc relatively trnditional communicies west of the Chavi

ripa river are always ready to spend their rnoney on beads. These beads 

are imported into Venezuela and by the time they reach the Panare 

have become very expensivc. In recent years, the import duty on these 

beads has increased greatly and the price of the beads has risen sharply. 

The Panare are very bitter about this development and blame the local 

criollos. Nevertheless, whenever they can, they buy beads. Many 

women wear strings of beads around their necks worth severa! hundred 

bolívares at current prices. 

The goods on which the Panare of the communities west of the 

Chaviripa river spend their money are largely destined to meet needs 

generated by or compatible with the traditiona1 form of Panare society. 

Amongst the communities Iocated east of the Chaviripa river, there is 

a greater tendency to spend their income derived from other sources 

as well as from basketry, on goods such as cloches and alcohol that are 

indicative of a certain élegree of adaptation to criollo ways. Néverthe

less, even in these communities, the cash derived from exchanges with 

the criollos is very rarely used for buying food. 

The goods that the Panare acquire through trade with the criollos 
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may lead to social and cultural changes in Panare society in the long 
term. There is already evidence to suggest that the fact that many 
Panare now own shotguns may in the long term lead to a drasdc reduc
tion in the quantity of game in the immediate vicinity of their present 
settlements. Should this in fact turn out to be the case, if the Panare 
are to continue to eat meat, they will either have to return to the 
mountains where game is more abundant or turn to domesticated ani
mals as a source of protein. But the Panare have become too accus
tomed to living within easy access of criollo goods and medicines ever 
to return to living in the mountains on a more or less permanent basis. 
The practice of animal husbandry, a mode of livelihood that many local 
criollos are engaged in, and the decay of the importance of hunting, 
will probably have far reaching social consequences. 

However one should be careful to distinguish the impact that 
alíen goods and technology have on an indigenous group from the con
sequences that flow from the maintenance of the trading relationship 
by means of which these goods are obtained. The literature on the 
effect of the introduction of alíen goods and technology on the indige
nous groups of lowland South America indicates that the goods are 
generally accomodated to the indigenous context ( cf. Harner 1968; 
Lizot 1971 ) . In the long term these goods may alter the relationship 
between the society and the natural resources of the region in which 
they live and hence give rise, indirectly, ta changes in the social re
lations and cultural features of the society. But the trading relationship 
by means of which alíen goods are obtained is likely to have a more im
mediate and profound effect. Firstly, the trading relationship often 
involves increased exR_osure to the way of life of the national society 
which can result in the diffusion of cultural features of the latter to 
the indigenous group. s\condly, the trading relationship can affect the 
interna] economic relatio~s of the indigenous group both at the leve! 
of production and at the leve! of consumption. 

The production of commercial baskets interferes in no significant 
way with the internal economic relations of Panare society. For many 
Panare communities, the sale of basketry has merely taken over the 
place of the sale of the tonka bean as the principal form of exchange 
with the criollos. Sorne local criollos claim that in the tonka bean era, 
the Panare had even more cash than they do now. Nevertheless the 
development of the basketry trade has been contemporaneous with the 
movement of many Panare residential groups from the mountains clown 
to the plains. 

Yet this change in settlement pattern cannot be attributed to the 
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basket trade per se. If eme compares the tonka bean trade and the 
basketry trade, there are no conclusive grounds for asserting that the 
former trade was compatible with settlement in the mountains whilst 
the latter is not. Both tonka beans and basket raw material grow in 
the mountains and basket making would reguire less hard work if the 
Panare lived close to the source of the raw material. In the days of the 
tonka bean trade, the criollos set up trading posts that were often very 
close to the Panare settlements. Now the Panare have to go further 
to sell their products, if not necessarily to Caicara itself, at least to 
the nearest criollo hamlet. Yet this difference is not sufficient to explain 
the move down to the plains. Against the convenience that living on 
the plains means in terms of marketing basketry, one has to measure 
not only the inconvenience of going to the mountains to get basket raw 
material but also the fact that the mounrains are a richer resource than 
the plains for all aspects of the traditional Panare economy with the 
sole exception of fishing. 

The phenomenon that differentiates the tonka bean era from the 
present and explains the changing settlement pattern of the Panare is 
the general economic development of Caicara and its hinterland23. The 
development of the basket trade is, to a large degree, merely an epiph
enomenon of this process. As a result of local economic development, 
the criollo world has far more to offer the Panare, not only in material 
terms but also in the sense of a more varied and interesting alternative 
way of life to that they have known of the criollo in the past. It is in 
order to take advantage of these new perspectives, and not merely to 
be in a better position to sell their baskets, that the Panare have moved 
closer to the criollos. 

The correlation made above between the extent of recent social 
change in a given community and the importance of basketry as a 
means of exchange with the criollos is only a· rough one and needs to 
be refined. In the communities east of the Chaviripa which are those 
that have undergone most change, most men are engaged in sorne cash 

2>. Anolhl.'r nt.:w L·k·nh:nt i:,. 1ht: pn.:~t.:no.: ot missions in Panarc. tcrri1ury. Thcrc ,1rL· curr<:ntly 

t hn.:e miss ion~ opLr.tt i ng in :111d around P,inare terri LOry. Thc mission sLat ions h,1\'c con
LrihutL·cJ tl) tlll· prnn:ss of hringing thc.: Panare down out uf thc mountains, if fnr no othcr 
n:,t~un, th,111 simply on ,1ccou111 of thc foct chat thcy are a sourcc of cheap imlustri,11 goods 

and fllL·dk,11 <IIIL'ntion. Bl11 1he chan~ing scttlcment pattcrn of rhc Panarc cannot he attrihurc<l 
to 1hc missions c...:xclusi\'l'ly ~incl' this ch;.mge is occurring illl ovcr Pilnilre tl'rritory rcg,1rd

i..:~~ ol 1hc prcscnn· or ,1h ... t:nt·c of missions in the immc<liatc Jocality. FurthcrmorL', ailhough 
C. Olvl'y of thc Orinon1 RiVL'T .~vtission played a very important pan in stimula[ing 1hc 
baskl.."I lradc, ,H thL· prcscn1 tim<:, ncither his Miss ion ( no,v staffcd hy a suc..:ccs:..or) nor thc 

Ncw TrihL·s Mission m Coll)r:ldo form more than a minor part of the m11rkct for P,mar<.: 
haskl'lry. 
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cropping and sorne commercial basketry but thc importance given to 

each varíes with agt. Young adolescent mcn and old rnen tend to make 
baskets for exch.inge whilst mature adult men prefer cash cropping. 
Heavy agricultura! work is bevond che strength of old men, whilst 

young rnen regard agriculturnl work as simply too laborious and te
dious. Maturc rnen on the other hand say that it is basket work that is 

tedious and laborious and point out that whereas cash crops can be 
sold to local criollos living in thc immediatc v1c1111tv of the Parn1re 
setclemcnts, guapas have often to be taken to Caicara in order to be 

sold. 
Thc explanation for this vari,ition in attitude towards commercial 

basketwork is quite straightforward. Mature men have wives and 
children on whom rnuch of the burden of the work involved in c:1sh 
cropping can fa]]. Young men do not and would have to do all the work 

themselves. Furthermore, although it may be true that cash crops are 
easier to sell than baskets in the immediate vicinity of the Panare 

comrriunities, young Panare are interested in going to Caicara just for 
its own sake, to pasear, and it is clearly easier to do so carrying a bundle 
of baskers than i t is humping 50 kg. sacks of agricultura! produce. But 
in the more traditional communities west of the Chaviripa river, no 
Panare are engaged in cash cropping, not even those with wives and 
children to whom much of the work involved in cash cropping could 
be left. 

The preference that sorne Panare of the communities east of Cha

viripa show for cash cropping can only partly be explained on economic 
grounds. At local prices in che dry season of 1975-1976, a 50 kg. sack 
of rice sold for Bs. 32. On the basis of the calculations made above, 
one can estímate that the same income wuld be derived from approxi
mately two days of guapawork. No exact statistics were collected on 
this matter, but judging from the personal experience that one of the 
authors gained harvesting rice with the Panare, it seems likely that 
a 50 kg. sack of rice sown, harvested and thrashed by the unmechanized 
methods of the Panare represents more than two days' work. But sta
tistics of this kind are only of limited value. The Panare themselves 

do not choose one means of exchange over another on the basis of any 
exact computation of the time invested in production measured against 
the exchange value of the product. The preference for one means of 
exchange over another is explained by the fact that sorne Panare see 

basketry as pure drudgery whilst others, although considering basketry 
to be hard work that deserves an adequate reward, take pride and even 

pleasure in it. This difference in attitude is most simply explained as a 
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function of the adoption of criollo cultural norms. In the local context 
of Caicara and its hinterland, basketry is an exclusively Panare activity 
whilst cash cropping is the way in which the majority of rural cridllos 
máke their living. lt is consistent therefore that the Panare of the 
relatively traditional communities should continue to practice com
mercial basketwork whilst sorne of the Panare of the less traditional 
communities where certain features of criollo dress, settlement and 
consumption patterns have already been adopted, should also adopt 
cash cropping, a characteristically criollo means of producing a surplus 
for exchange. 

In contrast to basketry, cash cropping interferes with traditional 
economic behaviour. Unlike basketry, cash cropping cannot be perform
ed at moments that would otherwise be used merely for resting or 
chatting. Although the extra work involved in cash cropping may fall 
largely on the shoulders of women, cash cropping also interferes with 
the subsistence activities of the meo, particularly at the time of prepar
ing the gardens and at harvesting. Even so the present leve! of in
volvement of the Panare in cash cropping does not prevent them from 
engaging in other subsistence activities nor from spending a consider
able amount of time in the dry season either preparing for, engaged in 
or recovering from dances and drinking bouts24 • Comparative evidence 
however suggests that in the long term, cash cropping is likely to have 
far reachlng social consequences for the Panare communities that prac
tice it25 • 

lt is probable that in the next few years the Panare living west 
of the Chaviripa will also adopt sorne form of cash cropping. In 1976, 
those of Colorado began selling agricultura! produce in Caicara, either 
directly, or indirectly through a criollo intennediary. Strictly speaking, 
this could not be considered as cash cropping since the Panare were 
merely selling what they felt they could spare and had not cut extra 
large gardens the previous year with the specific intention of selling the 
surplus product. Yet, for reasons outlined above, there is now a better 

24. Hames and Hames (1976: 32-33) argue that cash cropping may have actually reduced 
the amount of time that Ye'kuana men spend working. They point out that whilst the Ye' -
kuana women do most of the extra work involved in cash cropping, the technology the 
Yc'kuana purchase with the income derived from the sale of cash · crops reduces the amount 
of time that the men need to spend in fulfilling traditional male subsistence tasks. 

25. Cf. Heinen 1975, far a case parallel to that being examined here: " ... neither the 
presence of money as such nor the introduction of new agricultural techniq'.ues significantly 
affected the social structure of the Warao. The introduction of cash crop agriculrure and 
wage Iabour on the other hand, had a frankly disintegrating effect on Warao society" 
ibid.: 41). 
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market for agricultura! produce in the region of Caicara and the expe
rience of 197 6 opened the eyes of the Colorado Pana re to the economic 
potential of cash cropping. 

Whether this experiencc will start a trend towards the partial or 
total replacement of basketry by cash cropping as a means of exchange 
in the traditional communities will depend on a number of factors. 
Firstly, the Panare will only go on producing guapas if they continue 
to receive what they regard as a fair price for them. At the present 
juncture, it seems unlikely that this condition will hold for very long 
unless sorne government body intervenes in the basket trade so as to 
eliminate the intermediaries and ensure that the artisans receive a 
greater proportion of the sum paid by the urban customers for their 
work. Secondly, if the preference for cash cropping over guapawork is 
not so much a consequence of the superiority of one over the other as 
an economic resource but rather a function of the degree to which a 
community has adopted criollo customs, then the future importance of 
cash cropping in the t'raditional communities to the west of the Chavi
ripa river will depend on the cultural effects of their present continua! 
exposure to local crio!Ios and missionaries. 

Since the co!Iapse of the tonka bean trade in the early 1960s, the 
basket trade has a!Iowed the Panare to meet their needs for industrially 
produced goods in a manner that involves very little disruption of 
traditional social relations. Furthermore, the basket trade has had a 
stimulating effect on Panare guapawork considered as an artistic activ
i ty. As will be shown in detail in Sections III-IV of this essay, the com
mercialization of Panare guapawork, far from resulting in the bastardiza
tion of traditional skills, has been contemporaneous with the develop
ment of a highly ·innovative and "technically superior form of guapawork. 
Yet whatever the benefits of the basket trade, it must be recognized 
that dependence on this source of income makes the Panare extremely 
vulnerable to fluctuations in the market for "primitive" artefacts. In
tervention in the market by government bodies could only compensate 
for fluctuations of this kind to a limited degree. 

The advantage that cash cropping has over basket production is 
that the market for cash crops is far more reliable. But cash cropping 
also has disadvantages. The fact that market conditions in the local 
region of Caicara currently favour cash cropping has not escaped the 
notice of local criollo entrepreneurs. There are severa! agricultura! en
terprises now in the process of being established that will be larger and 
more mechanized than anything known in the region befare. The entry 
of these entrepreneurial elements into the local economy could well un-
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dermine the potential economic benefits of cash cropping for the Panare. 
Overdependence on any single means of exchange makes an indige

nous group extremely vulnerable to fluctuations in the local, national 
and even in the internacional economy. The Panare experienced the ef
fect of the international economy when the tonka bean market collapsed. 
Had ir not been for the.development of the basket trade as a substitute, 
the consequences of the collapse of the tonka bean market would have 
been far more serious for the Panare. In the authors' view, any policy 
desígned to strengthen the economic position of indigenous communities 
within the nacional society should involve the promotion within indige
nous communities of divene means of producíng a surplus for ex
change. In the Panare case, such an economic strategy would imply 
not only che promotion of cash cropping and basketry in the communi
ties that do not yet practice them but also the encouragement of other 
possible forms of producing a surplus for exchange including animal 
husbandry and the exploitation of renewable natural resources. 

III. THE STYLES OF PANARE GUAPAWORK 

Ill. l The Guianese Tesselate Basketwork Tradition 

In the first quarter of this century when Roth was studying the 
arts and crafts of indígenous Guiana, basketwork of the class to which 
the Panare guapa belongs was widely dístríbuted throughout the region. 
Roth termed thís class of baskets "circular trays" and reports their 
manufacture amongst the "Arawak, Wapishana (who call it wo-pa), 
Warrau, Akawai, Makusi, Arekuna, Taruma, etc." (Roth 1924: 320). 
In the absence of any modern general survey of indigenous arts and crafts 
in Guiana, it is ímpossible to know whether basketwork of the guapa 
variety is still widely distríbuted throughout the region. In Venezuela, 
in addition to the Panare, guapas are made by the Ye'kuana, the Pemon 
and the Warao. Cruder specímens made by the Baniwa, the Píapoco and 
the Piaroa are sometímes encountered. lt could well be that other 
groups of the Venezuelan Amazonas continue to manufacture guapas, 
but nothíng has been published on thís subject. 

Roth regards the weaving technique employed in guapawork as a 
form of "twilled" basketwork. According to the definítion cited by 
Roth, che díagnostic characteristic of twilled weaving is that "each 
element of the weft passes over and under two or more warp elements". 
But Roth himself notes that "in Guiana twilled basketry the warp and 
weft would appear to be sometimes indistinguishable". ( Roth 1924: 
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139). In defining the types of basketry encountered in Guiana, Roth 
was following "as nearly as possible" the system of classification devised 
on the basis of the study of North American Indian basketwork. In this 
system of classification, an important distinction is drawn between 
woven basketwork and plaitwork. Whereas in woven basketwork, a 
series of relatively active elements ( the weft) can be distinguished 
from a series of relatively passive elements ( the warp), in plaitwork 
no such distinction can be made, all the elements employed being more 
or less equally active or passive. But as G.G. Simpson has pointed out, 
the most common and typical forms of South American basketwork 
cannot be fitted neatly into the categories developed on the basis of 
North American material. Panare basketry is a case in point belonging 
to the large class of South American baskecs chat Simpson describes in 
the following terms: 

" ... these baskecs can be made with ali elements more or less 
equally 'active' or 'passive' and can thus be considered plaitwork, 
but the method and the result are not essentially different from 
those of basketry that has been 'woven' in the most literal sense 
of the term and cannot logically be considered to belong to a large 
and distinct category" (Simpson 1940: 474. Authors' translation). 

Simpson then propases the term "woven plaiting" to cover this 
important class of South American basketwork. This category he fur
ther subdivides into chree: 

i) checked woven plaiting in which two sets of elements oriented 
in different directions are woven in such a way as to create a pattern 
of squares as on a draughts board. The weaving technique employed 
in checked woven plaicing is usually 1 / 1 / 1 although other techniques 
can in theory be employed ( cf. Appendix 111.7). 

ii) twilled wovcn plaiting in which two sets of elements oriented 
in different directions are woven in such a way as to create a pattern 
of stepped rectangles or sorne more complicated design. The weaving 
technique of twilled woven plaiting cannot be 1/1/1 but can, in theory, 
be any other. 

iii) latticc woven plaiting in which three or more sets of elements 
oriented in different directions are woven into a lattice ( Simpson 1940: 
469-471). 
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In Table N? 2, the principal Panare basket types are classified ac
cording to Simpson's scheme26 • All Panare basket types with the excep
tion of hexagonal latticework baskets ( S: cesta ;aula; P: ewe') belong 
to the category of twilled woven plaiting. Checked woven plaiting does 
not appear in the Ta ble sin.ce none of the basket types produced by the 
Panare fall into this category. Simpson's twilled woven plaiting category 
is further subdivided in the Table into "tesselate work" in which 
coloured elements are used and "non-chromatic work" in which colour
ed elements are not used. The reasons for the use of the term "tesselate" 
are explained in Appendix III. 1. 

The Y e'kuana type of guapawork to which the Panare were first 
introduced in 1964 by the Protestant missionary living in Caicara be
longs to a tradition of tesselate work that is found all over Guiana. 
This tradition, which will be termed the "Guianese Tesselate Tradi
tion", is defined by a number of technical and graphic characteristics. 
In the basketwork of this tradition, ali members of one set of elements, 
forming one axis of the weave, are coloured whilst those of the other 
set of elements, disposed at right angles to the first set, are uncoloured 
{ cf. Appendix III. 5). Graphic forms are achieved by manipulating the 
weave pattern whilst the chromatic sequence remains constant ( cf. Ap
pendix III.6, 1 O). In addition, certain rules concerning the manipufa
tion of the weave pattern are observed. These rules might be termed 
the "technical conventions" of the Guianese Tesselate Tradition. The 
purpose of these technical conventions is to ensure a tight weave, an 
essential quality if the basketry is to be strong and resistant. Although 
Guianese tesselate basketry is often very beautiful, it also has to be stur
dy since in many Guianese indigenous groups it is put to functional 
domestic use. It is only as a result of the partial economic integration 
of Guianese indigenous groups into the national societies with which 
they are in contact that indigenous artisans have begun to weave tes
selate basketry exclusively for sale as decorative basketry. 

The most important technical convention of the Guianese Tesselate 

Tradition can be summarized as follows: 
i) T echnical Convention N9 1 (TC 1): the number of spans made 

.by the tesserae in the surface of a guapa or other example of tesselate 
work should ideally be three and where variation on this basic principle 

26. Although it includes almost all known basketry techniques, Simpson's system of classification 
was developed from "the particular perspective of the work of thc Kamarakoto and those 
indigenous groups that are closely relatcd to them culturally" (Simpson 1940: 468. Authors' 
translation). The Kamarakoto are a subdivision of the Pemon who are Carib speakers, 
like the Panare. 
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TABLE N~ 2 A T echnical Classification of Panare Basfeetry 

Woven Plaiting 

Lattice Woven Plaiting Twilled Woven Plaiting 

Non-Chromatic Work Tesselate Work 

hexagonal 
latticework 
(S: cesta ;aula) 
(P: i'wé') 

Flat 
Non-Chromatic Work 

cheese 
moulds 
(S: cincho) 
(P: tintu) 

manioc 
sieves 
(S: manare) 
(P: u'pa) 

mats 
(S: estera) 
(P: sunwa) 

Three Dimensional 
Non-Chromatic Work 

n 
carrying 
baskets 
(S: mapire) 
(P: tawa') 

manioc 
presses 
(S: sebucán) 
(P: Jinki) 

Flat 
Tesselate Work 

guapas 
(S: guapa) 
(P: wapa) 

storage baskets 
(S: canasta) 
(P: tawahiimiin) 

Three Dimensional 
Tesselate Work 

pegalls 
(S: petaca) 
(P: tupupukumiin) 

satchels 
(S: bolsa) 
(P: kamawa') 



is necessary for graphic effect, the tesserae should make one span or 
five spans ( cf. Appendix III. 8). 

TC 1 can be seen in operation in the "tortoise shell" construction 
illustrated in Fig. la (cf. Appendix Ill.11). Thís construction is one 
of the most fundamental constructions of the Guianese Tesselate Tradi
tion. All the tesserae in this construction make 1, 3 or 5 spans. 

FrG. 1. TESSELATE CoNSTRUCTIONS 

la, lb, le, Id 

Galibi Pegalls 
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Many of the graphic forms of Guianese tesselate basketry are 
merely by-products of conformity to TC 1 . Each of the Man figures in 
Fig. 4c is accompanied by four cross-shaped motifs ( cf. Appendix 
III . 11 ) . The purpose of these motif s is technical. The motif marked 
(A) in the diagram breaks up what would otherwise have been a tes
sera of 7 spans between the points marked (X) and (Y). With the 
introduction of this motif, the distance between points (X) and (Y) is 
broken up in to two tesserae of three spans each ( B and C) and one 
tessera running along the transverse axis ( marked A). All of the 16 
cross-shaped motifs in Fig. 4c have this technical function. Post hoc 
these cons~ructions may be given representational meaning -they may 
be said to represent butterflies or birds for example -but their raison 
d' etre is technical. 

Fig. 4a-c ilustrares three stages in the weaving of a section of 
conventional tesselate basketry. The diagrams are oriented in the way 
that the artisan looks at his work as he weaves, one set of elements 
being horizontal and the other set of elements being vertical to him. 
These two sets of elements form the weave axes. In Fig. 4 it is the un
coloured set of elements that forms the vertical axis of the weave and 
the coloured set of elements that forms the horizontal axis. The posi
tions relative to one another of the two sets of elements in the diagram 
could just as easily have been reversed. In practice, the artisan will vary 
the position of the two sets of elements during the course of weaving. 
However, one set of elements is always vertical and the other always 
horizontal. 

FIG. 4. THE MAN FIGURE 

4a, 4b 
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4c 

The graphic pattern of the section of tesselate basketry illustrated 
in Figure 4 runs obliquely to the axes of the weave. In order to set the 
Man figure in the diagram on a horizontal plane, one would need to 
turn the diagrams through an angle of 45 degrees. The dimensions of 
the graphic pattern that would be horizontal and vertical if this opera
tion were carried out, form the graphic axes of the weave. In other 
words, the weave axes and the graphic axes are offset in relation to 
one another by an angle of 45 degrees (cf. Appendix III.5, 9) . 

In Guianese tesselate work, the graphic axes and the weave axes 
are always obliquely qisposed to one another in this way. Furthermorc, 
all graphic lines in .tesselate figures run along one or other of the 
graphic axes. If they ran obliquely to the graphic axes, they would in 
fact be running along the weave axes and a loose weave would be the 
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FIG. 5. THE DoG FIGURE fIG. 6. HEXAGONAL LATTICEWORK 

( AFTER SIMPSON 1940: 475) 

result. Very occasionally, in the weaving of ancillary motifs, the lines 
of the graphic pattern of Guianese tesselate work do run along the 
weave axes. However, oblique lines never occur in graphic figures ( cf. 
Appendix III.11 for the distinction between "motifs" and "figures"). 

This universal feature of the basketwork of the Guianese Tesselate 
Tradition can be summarized in the form of a second technical conven
tion. 

ii) Technical Convention N'.' 2 (TC 2): all the graphic lines in 
tesselate figures must either run parallel or at 90 degrees to one anoth
er. Diagonal lines are not permitted. 

Although the principal function of TC 1 and TC 2 is to ensure 
that the weave of tesselate basketry be tight, they also have a useful 
mnemonic function. Due to the oblique disposition of the weave axes 
and the graphic axes, the artisan cannot concentrate on one graphk 
motif at a time and carry it to its conclusion. After he has passed the. 
very early stages of weaving a tesselate pattern, any element that he 
inserts into the weave will probably effect two or more motifs and he: 
must advance all simultaneously. In effect, this means that he has to 
anticípate the form that the motifs will take and make sure to weave· 
the extremities of motifs befare the main body is visible. 

It is in this situation that TC 1 can help the artisan. An artisan 
weaving the example of tesselate work illustrated in Fig. 4a and in. 
the process of inserting the element marked (Z) will be confronted with'. 
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a,. series of seven elements in the transverse axis between the poiht 
marked (X) and the point marked (Y) on the box that enclü'.ies the 
figure. Bearing TC 1 in mind, the anisan knows that the distance should 
nat be covered by a single tessera. lndeed the only way that this series 
of;. elements can be spanned is by means of two three-span tessetae 
either side of a tessera in the transverse axis. By following the conven
tion therefore, the artisan does not omit to insert the extremity of the 
foot of the Man figure ( cf. Fig. 4c), sin ce this extremity is the single 
tessera in the transverse axis that TC 1 obliges the artisan to put in. 

As long as he conforms to the technical conventions, it is not 
necessary for an artisan to have a fully developed image in his head of 
a graphic pattern befare he actually weaves it. H one asks a Panare 
what motif he intends to weave just as he is beginning to work on a 
guapa of the Ye'kuana type, he may well reply that he does not yet 
know. Keeping within technical conventions, he will advance !ittle by 
little to begin with until what he has done suggests sorne overall pat
tern to be follo\ved. Thus, in practice, the technical conventions can 
play a large part in generating the form of the graphic motifs of tes
selate basketry. 

With reference to the wide range of motifs encountered in Guianese 
tesselate work, Roth remarked: 

"These patterns, my informants tell me are handed down from 
father to son and it is certainly remarkable that in the absence of 
any working model, these Indians will execute so many and such 
varied designs with so much accuracy" (Roth 1924: 353-354). 

In fact, the phenomenon is not quite as remarkable as Roth sup
posed. Although the range of different motifs that occur in Guianese 
tesselate work may be very wide, almost ali motifs conform to the two 
technical conventions that have been defined above. It is these conven
tions rather than the comparatively complex finished motifs that are 
passed down from father to son. Furthermore, by imposing constraints 
on the range of possible variations on a given motif, it is the technical 
conventions that explain the "accuracy" of execution from one genera
tion to the next. 

The Guianese Tesselate Tradition is highly conservative. In a 
book published in 1743, Barrere illustrates four baskets woven by the 
Galibi of Guyane (Barrere 1743: 138, cf. Figure 1 ). One of rhcse 
baskets is quite clearly a pegall bearing a motif identical to one encoun
tered in Surinam at the beginning of this century ( cf. Roth 1924: 361, 
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Plate 175. B). A similar indication of the conservatism of Guianese 
tesselate work can be gained by comparing the baskets collected by 
Koch-Grünberg between 1911 and 1913 during his journey in northern 
Brazil and southern Venezuela with Lhose produced in the same area 
toda y. The material collected by Koch-Grünberg could quite easily 
have been woven by present day artisans. One of the Ye'kuana baskets 
il1ustratccl by Koch-Grünberg ( 1923: Plate 24.12) is almost iden
tical to one collected by Simpson in the same region over twenty five 
years later (cf. Simpson 1940: Plate 56.b). Another of the Ye'kuana 
baskets illustrated by Koch-Grünberg ( 1923: Plate 22.10) fea
tures a design encountered by Hames and Ha mes ( 197 6: 21 ) . The 
modern Ye'kuana call this design "Kasu's idea" after the Ye'kuana 
from the Upper Padamo river who is supposed to have invented the 
design over a century ago. 

III. 2 The Panare Tradition of Guapawork 

The traditional Panare type of guapawork, although it is a forro 
of tesselate basketwork in the sense that coloured elements are used 
in the weave for graphic effect, lies outside the Guianese Tesselate 
Tradition. The way in which the graphic forms of traditional Panare 
guapawork are achieved is quite different to the way in which those 
of the guapawork of the Guianese Tesselate Tradition are. Whereas in 
the latter, graphic forms are achieved by manipulating the weave pattern 
whilst the chromatic sequence remains constant, in the traditional 
Panare type of guapawork, it is the chromatic sequence that is manipu
lated whilst the weave pattern remains relatively invariable ( cf. Ap· 
pendix III. 6, 10). 

All guapas of the traditional Panare type either have one of three 
basic weave patterns illustrated in Fig. 2b-d or sorne minor variation 
on these patterns. These weave patterns appear to have been directly 
adapted from the weave patterns of the manioc sieve. Fig. 2a shows 
the weave pattern of the Panare manioc sieve. The weave of the manioc 
sieve is usually open, but in this diagram it has been closed and one of 
the axes has been shaded so that the weave pattern can be better dis
cerned. Although the weaving technique of the Panare manioc sieve is 
predominantly 1/2/2 whilst that of the traditional Panare type of guapa 
is predominantly 1/ 4/ 4 ( cf. Appendix III. 7), there is an evident 
similarity between the manioc sieve weave pattern illustrated in Fig. 
2a and the guapa weave pattern illustrated in Fig. 2b. The other two 
weave patterns most frequently encountered in traditional Panare 
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FIG. 2. TRADITIONAL PANARE WEAVE PATTERNS 

2a, 2b 

2c, 2d 

guapawork ( Figs. 2c, d), can be identified with manioc sieve weave 
patterns on the basis of 'comparative evidence. Ahlbrinck (1931: Piare 
45 ) illustrates the weave patterns most frequently produced in the 
manioc sieves of the Surinamese Caribs. Three of these correspond to 
the basic weave patterns present in the traditional Panare type of 
guapawork. This suggests that the weave patterns illustrated in Figs. 
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2c, d may have had their origin in manioc sieve weave patterns that are 
no longer woven by the Panare27 . 

Variation in the graphic pattern of the traditional Panare type of 
guapawork is achieved by selecting one of these three weave patterns 
and then by manipulating the chromatic sequence. Figs. 3a-d illus
trate how the manipulation of the chromatic sequence can give rise to 
different graphic effects. All four of the sections of guapawork illus
trated in Fig. 3 have the same underlying weave pattern which is the 
weave pattern illustrated in Fig. 2b consisting of a central "tortoise 
shell" construction enclosed by a concentric series of "box" construc
tions ( cf. Appendix III. 11). But each section of guapawork has a 
different chromatic sequence and consequently the final overall graphic 
effect varies considerably. 

The weave axes of the sections of guapawork illustrated in Fig. 3 
run from the top left hand comer of the diagram to the bottom right 
( A - C) and from the bottom left to the top righ t hand comer ( B - D) . 
In the section of guapawork represented in Fig. 3b, the chromatic 
sequence is as follows: in each axis there is a central band of nine 
uncoloured elements and on either side of this central band, bands of 
two col01,1red elements alternare with bands of four uncoloured ele
ments. In each axis of the section of guapawork illustrated in Fig. 3c, 
there is a central band consisting of seven rnloured elements ami on 
either side of this central band, bands of three uncoloured elements 
alternare with single coloured elements. In Fig. 3d, each axis has a 
centrail band of three coloured elements and either side of the central 
band, bands of two uncoloured elements alternare with bands of two 
or three coloured elements. 

This technique of varying the graphic effect by means of manipulat
ing the chromatic sequence characteristic of the traditional Panare gua
pa, is alíen to guapawork of the Guianese Tesselate Tradition. In 
guapawork of the latter kind, the chromatic seguence is invarial:>le: ali 
the elements in one axis are coloured whilst ali the elements in the 
other axis are uncoloured. Fig. 3a illustrates how the weave pattern com
mon to all the sections of guapawork represented in Fig. 3 would appear. 
if the chromatic seguence characteristic of the Guianese Tesselate Tradi-

27. In the ethnographic colJecrion oí thc Sociedad <le Ciencias Naturales L.i S.illl', rherc i~ 
a small col1cctíon of Panarc baskctq• madc hy .J. M. Cruxt:m in l9.J8. Jn this rollc:nion. 
the baskets that woulc.l be tcrmc<l wapa by thc present day Panarc are <.h:scrih~d :1~' 
Cruxcnt as u¡,pas. Thís suggests Lhat in 1948, the Panarc ma<le no lingui:.;ric distincrion 
bctween the basket they now term wapa, í.e. the decorative basket sold to the criollos, 
and the mitnioc sicve, which thc presenL ,1uthors would prefer to trnnscrihe as u'p«. Thus 
the contempornry Panare tcrm wapa could he a corruption of rhc Yc'kuana tcrm w,1bt1 in
troduced ínto rhe Panare 1.anguagc ar thc samc rime as guapawork of rhc Yc'kuana type. 
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FIG. 3. THE MANIPULATION OF THE CHROMATIC SEQUENCE 

3a, 3b 

3c, 3d 

uon were employed: the graphic pattern m Fig. 3a is simply a repro
rduction of the underlying weave pattern. 

Another fundamental difference between the traditional Panare 
'type of guapawork and the Guianese Tesselate Tradition is the weaving 
:technique employed. Whilst in the latter the tesserae are predominantly 
rthree spans long, or failing that, one or five spans long, the tesserae of 
'the traditional Panare type of guapawork are predominantly four spans 
long. When the weave pattern requires sorne sort of variation on this 
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basic principle, tesserae of one, three, five, seven or even of nine spans 
occur ( cf. Appendix III.1, 8). 

Figure lb illustrates the "tortoise shell" construction woven with 
the traditional Panare technique. By comparing this construction with 
the "tortoise shell" construction woven with the Guianese Tesselate 
Tradition weaving technique, one can understand why the 1/3/3 tech
nique is associated with a type of tesselate work in which the graphic 
forms are varied by means of manipulating the weave pattern whilst 
the 1/ 4/ 4 technique is associated with a type of tesselate work in which 
the weave pattern is relatively invariable. Firstly, the 1/ 4/ 4 "tortoise 
shell" construction is larger, there being 11 elements in each of its 
axes. There are only 9 elements in axes of the 1/3/3 "tortoise shell". 
Thus within a given area, the 1/3/3 technique characteristic of the 
Guianese Tesselate Tradition allows the greater elaboration of con
structions. Secondly, the variation in the length of the tesserae that 
make up the 1/3/3 "tortoise shell" construction is smaller than the 
variation in the length of the tesserae in the 1/ 4/ 4 "tortoise shell" 
construction. In the 1/3/3 construction there are one, three and five 
span tesserae only. In the 1/4/4 construction, there are one, three, 
four, five .and seven span tesserae. Not only is the variation in the 
length of the tesserae greater in the 1/ 4/ 4 construction, but the varia
tions all make an odd n'uniber of spans ( 1, 3, 5, 7 ) whilst the predom
inant span is even ( 4). This comparison exemplifies a general point of 
clifference between the Guianese Tesselate Tradition and the traditional 
Panare type of guapawork: variation in a 1/ 4/ 4 weave not only re
quires more space but is also a more complex intellectual operation 
than variation on a basic 1/3/3 weave. It is for this reason that in the 
traditional Panare type of guapawork, in which the weaving technique 
is predominantly 1/4/4, the manipulation of the weave pattern is kept 
to a minimum ancl the graphic pattern varied by means of manipulat
ing the chromatic sequence. 

III. 3 The Distribution of the Styles of Panare Guapawork 

Considerable diversification has occurred in Panare guapawork since 
the Ye'kuana type of guapawork was first introduced in 1964. The 
guapas currently produced by the Panare can be grouped into four 
distinct classes of guapawork, distinguishable from one another on the 
basis of a list of diagnostic technical and graphic features. These diag
nostic features are summarized in Table N'? 5. The majority of Panare 
artisans continue to produce guapawork that conforms to the graphic 
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and technical features of the traditional P;inare type. Guapawork of 
this kind will be termed "Traditional Panare" or the TP style. Only 
in the cornmunities of Colorado and Portachuelo do Panare artisans 
regularly produce guapas that fully conform to the general characteris
tics of the Guianese Tesselate Tradition. It was in these communities 
that the Ye'kuana type of guapawork was first adopted. This second 
class of guapawork will be termed the "Ye'kuanoid" style or the YD 
style28 • A third class of Panare guapawork, which will be termed the 
"Pseudo-Ye'kuanoid" ar PY style, combines the features of both the 
traditional Panare type of guapawork and the Ye'kuana type. Finally, 
in Colorado and Portachuelo, sorne artisans produce guapas that evi
den tly owe much to the Ye'kuana type of guapawork but do not con
form to the technical conventions of the Guianese Tesselate Tradition 
that are fundamental to the YD style. Yet these guapas owe nothing to 
the traditional Panare type of guapawork either. This class of guapa
work will be termed the "Modern Panare" or MP style. 

The boundaries between these "styles" of guapawork do not rep
resent absolute discontinuities. These "styles" are merely a convenient 
way of dividing up the spectrum of present day Panare guapas that 
range from those that conform entirely to the Panare tradition of guapa
work ( those of the TP style) to those that are most alien ( the guapas 
of the MP style). 

Table N<:> 3 gives details of the synchronic distribution of Panare 
guapawork styles. Only the Panare communities involved in the basket 
trade are included in the table. The table does not therefore refer to the 
Panare communities located to the south and east of the Guaniamo 
river ( cf. Map N'? 1). In the table, the communities involved in the 
basket trade are classified according to which of the various styles of 
Panare guapawork is the most common in each. The fact that a partic
ular style is the most common in a given community does not preclude 
the occasional production of guapas that might be classified in a style 
other than the most common one. Far example, in the communities 
east of the Chaviripa river, guapas that belong to the PY style are 
sometimes produced. In Colorado and Portachuelo, guapas of both the 

28. \'(lhcn a class of Panan:! gtt¡lp;H\'Ork is ~aid to be "Ye'kuanoid", this <loes not mt."an that 
it is idcntical to rhc guap,1work of thc,; Yc'kuana. Panarc guapawork of thc "Yc'kua11J" 

style is vcry similar to Yt:'kuana gu;.1pawork from whid1 it has <lcvclopc<l sinct.: both con

form ro thc technic,11 convcntions of thc Guiancsc Tesse-lau.: Tradition. Howcvcr, thc 
Yc'kuan:1 guapawork can gC"neralJ~, bt· dis1in.µuishcd from Panarc guapawork on tht: basis 

of thc fincr ccchnical finish nf the forme:r. Furtht:rmorc, Cl.'.'rtain graphic motifs that are: 
very crnnn1un in Yc'kuam1 guapawork do not occur in Panan: guapawork and vice versa. 
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TABLEN'? 3 
The Synchronic Distribution of Panare Styles 

TRADITIONAL PANARE PSEUDO YE'KUANOID YE'KUANOID MODERN PANARE 

Ali communities El Guama! Colorado Colorado 

Jocatcd east of El Danto Portachuelo Portachuelo 

the Chaviripa Rancho Grande (Charnl) (Charal) 

ríver Carta 

Chaviripa El Rincón 

Manare ( El Coroza!) Mata Brava 

YD and the MP styles are frequently produced and these communities 
therefore apr,ear in more than one column. 

The boundaries between these "styles" of guapawork are some
what artificial. There are many PY guapas that feature the chromatic 
sequence and the weave pattern that is characteristic of the Guianese 
Tesselate Tradition, making them very similar in general appearance ·to 
the YD and MP styles. Such guapas only belong to the PY style on 
account of one or two minor features that are .normally associated with 
the traditional Panare type of guapawork. The boundaries between the 
YD and MP styles are even more artificial. Many artisans in Colorado 

nnd Portachuelo can produce guapas in both styles. A Portachuelo ar
tisan might far example produce a MP guapa one week and a YD guapa 
the nex:t or vice versa. There is however one absolute discontinuity 
in the distribution of Panare guapa styles: the MP and YD styles 
are never encountered in the communities where the TP styles is the 
most common, nor the TP style encountered in Colorado and Por
tachuelo where the YD and MP styles are the most common29• 

Even so, in view of the artificiality of the boundaries between these 
classes of .guapawork, they cannot be considered "styles" in the ri
gourous sense this term has been def ined in sorne modern archeolo
gical literature. Nevertheless, for the limited purposes of this cssay 
it is convenient to retain this term. 

Table N'! 4 illustrates the relationship between the "types" and 
the "styles" of Panare guapawork. The term "Ye'kuana type" em-

29. The informiltion prescnted conccrning thc distrihurion of the "styles" of Pan,uc guapawork 
is thc product of field notes m.idc duríng visits ro Panare communities and of interviews 
wirh the prindpal buyers of Panilíl:' hasketry in. Caicarn. Although thc authors visiled al
mosr every comrnunity involved in thc basket trade, no systcnrnric survcy was c,urii~d out. 
Such a survcy might rcveal one or two discrepancics in Lhc pattcrn of c.Ji.srribution <lescrihed 
in Table N1! 3. Nevertheless, therc is no douht in thc ,rnLhors' minds that thc major di
vision placed bcrwcen thc gunpawork of thc communiti~ locatcd east of the Chaviripa 
river and the guapawork of thc l:ommunities loca1c.:<l wcst of thc s.imc rivc.:r is accuratc. 
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TRADITIONAL 
PANARE 
TYPE 

YE'KUANA 
TYPE 

TABLEN~ 4 
The Diversification of Panare Guapa Styles 

-----/ 
\ 

1 
1964 1970 

1 
1976 

( TP) Tradidonal Pana re Sryle 
( PY l Pseudo Ye'kuanoid Sryle 

(YO) Yc'kuanoi<l Style 

(MI') Mo<lern Panare Style 

braces the three styles that owe something to the introduction of 
Ye'kuana prototypes in 1964, i.e. the PY, YD and MP styles. The 
class of guapawork referred to up until this point as the "traditio
nal Panare type" includes only one style - the TP style. 

Thc first Panare artisans to master the techniques of the Ye'
kuana type of guapawork werc those living in the Colorado vai!ey. 
Portachuelo, the other Panare community where the YD and MP 
styles are produced, consists of a number of families that have bro
ken of from those in Colorado in the interim since the Y e'kuana 
type was first introduced. The Ye'kuana type of guapawork has also 
spread to severa! of the neighbouring groups of Panare who are in 
regular social contact with Colorado and/ or Portachuelo. But in the 
neighbouring communities, the artisans have not been so successful 
in reproducing the Ye'kuana techniques and thcir guapawork still 
manifests features characteristic of the traditional Panare type of gua
pawork. That is to say, in terms of the stylistic classification defined 
above, the guapawork of the artisans living in the communities that 
maintain regular social reh1tions wi th Colorado and/ or Portachuelo 
belongs for the most part to the PY style. 

Most Panan: who do not know how to weave guapas of the Ye'kuana 
type say that they would like to be ablc to do so. This is in part due 
to the fact that Y e'kuana type guapas command a higher market price 
than the traditional Panare typc guapas. But it is also due to the fact 
that most Panare regard the guapas of the Ye'kuana typc to be in some 
sense aesthetically superior to the guapas of the tradi tional Panare 
type. However, to make the change from weaving guapas of the tra
ditional Panare type to weaving guapas of rhe Ye'kuana type requires a 
good deal of time and experimentation and apparently it is not ali 
Panare who are prepared to do this. East of the Chaviripa where the 
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basket trade is not the only means of exchange with the criollos and 
where certain criollo cultural norms have been adopted, most artisans 
continue to weave guapas of the traditional Panare type. West of the 
same river, the Panare are more innovative and almost all the guapas 
they produce are of Ye'kuana type. Although there are one or two 
notable exceptions, it is nevertheless generally true to say that it is the 
relatively traditional communities that weave in the most innovative 
manner. This apparent paradox is simply explained: it is only in the 
communities where the Panare still show interest in basketry skills, 
i.e. in the relatively traditional communities, that the artisans are 
prepared to spend the necessary time to learn and develop the techni
ques of the Ye'kuana type of guapawork. 

Neither the PY style nor the MP style conforms entirely to the 
technical conventions of the Guianese Tesselate Tradition that are fun
damental to the Ye'kuana type of guapawork. In the case of the PY 
style, the-failure to conform to technical conventions can be attributed 
to the way the Panare go about learning. The circumstances under 
which the Colorado Panare first learnt the Ye'kuana type of guapawork 
were somewhat un usual since they did so under the stimulus of. the 
Evangelical missionary in Caicara. Under normal circumstances, the 
Panare never systematically copy the work of another30• During 
the period that the authors spent in Colorado, a period of eight months 
over the course of a year, Panare from neighbouring communities often 
examined the guapawork of their hosts when they carne on a visit, 
but they never took a sample home to learn from. In attempting to re
produce the YD style from memory, they appear to have allowed cer
tain features of the traditional Panare type of guapawork to creep 
into their work. 

The MP style, like the YD style, is confined to Colorado and 
Portachuelo. Historically, the MP style developed out of the YD style 
but can be distinguished from the latter by the disregard shown for 
the conventions of the Guianese Tesselate Tradition. In contrast to 
the PY style, in which technical conventions are broken as it were by 
default, in the MP style technical conventions are deliberately disre
garded in arder to achieve certain graphic effects. Nevertheless, on .ac
count of their mutual non-conventionality, there is a certain overall 
similarity between PY style and MP style guapas. At their best PY 
style guapas can be mistaken for MP style guapas. Indeed, rather than 

30. This disinterest in copying has oftc:n bccn noted in studies of so-called "primitive" ,tri 
(cf. Boas 1955: 156 and more recently, Wilbcrt 1975: 82). 
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consider the best PY guapas as failed YD guapas, it may be more correct 
to consider them to be examples of genuinely innovative guapawork. 
This is particularly true of the best guapawork produced in the Panare 
communities Iocated south of the Suapure river ( cf. Map N':' 2). 

A rough temporal framework for the diversification of Panare gua
pa styles is provided by the collection of Panate basketry made by R. 
Lizarralde in 196931 . In this collection, made f ve: vear~ aft~r the 
introduction of the Ye'kuana type of guapawork, there are 22 guapas 
in ali. Of these, 18 were woven in communities east of the Chaviripa, 
and 4 were woven in Colorado. Of the 18 woven east of the Chavi
ripa, three or possibly four could be classified within the PY style. 
The remainder are al! TP style. Two of the four Colorado guapas 
display the diagnostic features of the YD style. The other two show 
a mixture of the features of the YD and the TP styles, Ieading one 
to classify them in the PY style. This style never occurs in Colorado 
toda y. The presence of these guapas in Lizarralde's collection suggests 
that the YD style was not adopted simultaneously by al! th~ Panare 
of Colorado which is what one would have anticipated. 

Museum collections can only verify the presence of certain scyles; 
they cannot verify their absence. One cannot be certain how represen
tative Lizarralde's collecti"on is of the complete range of Panare gu2-
pas being woven in 1969. Bu t on the basis of his collection, combined 
with information collected from both Panare and criollo informants in 
the field, one can propose th:1t the PY style emerged soon after the 
introduction of the Ye'kuana prototypes as the Panare attempted to 
reproduce them with varying degrees of success :m::l that the MP stvle 
has developed only in the last five years ( cf. Table N'.' 4 i. 

III. 4 The Diagnostic Features of Panare Guapa Styles 

The diagnostic features of Panare guapawork styles are summa
rized in Table N':' 5. The following description of these features is 
an essential preliminary to the following discussion of che interrelation 
between the technical and graphic features of guapawork. Reference 

51. In 1h<.: t.:th,wgraphi<.: collt:<:tion t\f thl' Sucicd:.1d dt.: Cknrias i\',1turaks L,1 Salll.", there ;m .. · 

l\\'O :-.111:dl ~:impl":s ol P:111;1n.: gu,1pa\\'ork. The lir,1 uf th1:s,.: has ,drc.idy ht:t·n ml'ntioned ,rnd 
is 1h,11 cnlke11.:d hy Cruxent in l'-J-HL Thc other collt:ctinn \\';1s 111,1dc by \X'ilhen in 195i. 
Unlorrunatt·ly, hl'c1us,: of lai.:k of tunds, lht.: t·thnugr,1phi<: ullk·ction of lhl.' Sociedad h, 

:,,ton.:d in ÍÍ11llt.:ntahll.' nlnditions .md it \\'<ls not po:-.:-.ihll' ro IPClll.' ,i\1 !hL: ilems collcul.·d 

hy Crusent nor ,my of !ht..· ilL:lllS collc1.:tl·d by \X1 ilhl'íl Althou~h thc c.11,1'og11l' nt rh<.· 
l"llllcc1ion givc~ :l precisl' dl·sniptinn oí 1he \X/ilhl'íl rolknion, thi:-. e.in only hl' nm'\id
cn:d .1 very ¡mor ;lltcrn:itivc to looking ;11 thl· itt..·m:-. thl·m,l·lvL·:-.. 
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TABLE N~ 5 
The Diagnostic Features o/ Panare Guapa Styles 

Traditional Pseudo Ye'kuanoid Modern 
Panare Ye'kuanoid Panare 

Wid1h of Elements 3.5-5mm. 3.5-5mm. 2-Jmm. 2-3mm. 
Edging crude crudc fine fine 
Weaving Technique 1/4/4 1/3/3 1/3/3 1/3/3 

or 1/4/4 
ti) 
~ 

continuous; e:: Chromatic Sequcnce discontinuous; continuous; continuous; ::, 
one · or both one axis axis one axis '< one 

t!.) axes only only only 
µ.. 

< (') u 
black-red black/red black on black on z Coloured Elcments on on 

::e: concave concave both both 
u 

surfacc surface surfaces surfaces ~ 
E-

Weavc· Pattern simple simple complex complex 

ti) 

~ e:: 
::, 

Variation in limited (iimited l (••) limited E-
< Composition 
~ 
¡,. 

u 
:i: Representational particularistic holistic holistic holistíc p.. 
< Modc e:: 
ü 

( •) These features are not exclusive: it is possiblc to find TP guapas with black on both surfaces 
and YD guapas with black on the concave surface onlf, but they are exceptions. 

(**) The parenthesis means that the limitation is minor. 

should be made to Appendix III for definitions of the terms em
ployed. 

i) T he edging and the width o/ the elements: when the Colorado 
Panare judge the qua)ity of a guapa, it is to these two features that 
they give immediate attention. The diagnostic feature that is termed 
"edging" refers to the circular rim of the guapa. This rim consists of 
a strap that is woven independently and then bound around the cir
cumference of the main body of the guapa with a hoop on either side 
to provide strength (cf. Roth 1924: 321; cf. Plate 4a). 

TP and PY guapas can be distinguished from YD and MP guapas 
on the basis of the width of the elements alone. Whereas the majority 
of the elements used in the latter two styles are between two and 
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PLATE No. 4 

a. binding the hoops 

b. and e. binding the edging 
on the main body 
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three mms. wide, the elements used in the former two styles are 
rarely less than 3 ½ mms. wide and sometimes ::is great as 5 mms. 
wide. The quality of the edging depends on the width of the ele
ments. The TP and PY edgings are usually therefore much cruder 
than those of the YD and MP. The YD and MP artisans take more 
care in binding the edging to the main body and have introduced other 
refinements such as weaving a graphic pattern into the edging and 
painting the hoops that bind it to the body, either black with mahco 
( cf. p. 49 above) or red with urucu (L: Bixa orellana L.: S: onoto; P: . 
wate). 

Although the narrowness of the elements employed allows one 
to distinguish between styles, there is no necessary relation between 
this feature and any of the other diagnostic features. That is to say, 
there is no technical reason why a guapa in the TP or PY style could 
not be woven with narrower elements. As an experiment, one of the 
authors asked a competent Colorado artisan to weave a guapa in the 
TP style. He did so employing elements 2 mms. wide. Furthermore, 
the comparison of modern TP guapas with the guapas in the collec
tion of Panare artefacts made by Cruxent in 1948 suggests that the 
TP artisans now make guapas with narrower elements than they used to. 

Nor is there any absolute technical reason why a guapa in the 
· YD and MP styles should not be woven with elements wider than 
3 mms. The use of wider elements would however reduce the num
ber of graphic motifs possible within a given area since a motif woven 
with elements 4 mms. wide would obviously require twice the area. 
of the same motif woven with e,' cments 2 mms. wide. Thus the com
plexity and intricacy of the overall graphic composition of a guapa are 
to a certa"in extent dependent on the width of the elements employed. 

ii) The weaving technique (cf. Appendix III.7): in the TP style 
the basic wea ving technique is 1/ 4 / 4, whils t in the YD and MP 
styles it is predominantly 1/3/.3. In the PY style, the weave is u~ua
lly 1/.3/.3 but occasionally the debt that the PY owes to the traditional 
Pana re type of guapawork is reveal~d in the use of a 1 / 4/ 4 weaving 
technique in part or even all of a PY guapa. 

iii) Chromatic sequence ( cf. Appendix III.10): in the TP style 
and more often than not in the PY style, coloured elements are in
serted discontinuously into either or both axes. In the YD and MP 
styles, coloured elements are inserted continuously into one axis only. 
In the TP and PY styles, both black and red elements are frequently 
used in the same guapa. Bands in which black and• red elements aré 
mixed can be alternated with bands of uncoloured elements. Alter-
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PLATE No. 5 

a. beginning a wapa 

b. weaving the strap of the. rim 
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natívely, bands of black and bands of red elements can be alternated 
wíth each othcr and with bands of uncoloured elements. In the YD 
and MP styles, although there is no technical reason why other colours 
should not be used, one rarely comes across anything other than 
black elements. 

iv) The graphic pattern and the weave pattern ( cf. Appendix III. 
6, 9): in the TP and PY styles, the graphic pattern generally occurs onl)' 
on the concave surface of the guapa whilst in the guapas of the YD 
and MP styles, it occurs on both surfaccs. This difference is due to 
the fact that in the YD and the MP styles, all the elements -employed 
are coloured. In the concave surface of a guapa woven in these styles, 
al! the elements of one axis are coloured and al! the elements of 
the transverse axis are uncoloured. But in fact, the elements in the 
uncoloured axis of the concave surface are nothing more than coloured 
elements with their uncoloured surfaces turned uppermost. If one 
turns a YD or MP guapa around and looks at the convex surface, it 
becomes evident that the axis that was coloured in the concave sur
face has become uncoloured and the axis that was uncoloured has become 
coloured. Nevertheless the graphic pattern is exactly the same on 
both surfaces of YD and MP guapas. 

One can make use of Fig. 4c to illustrate this · point. Let us assume 
that Fig. 4c represents the concave surface of a hypotheti.cal YD gua
pa. One should note that in Fig. 4c the coloured elements are in the 
horizontal axis and the uncoloured elements in the vertical axis of the 
weave. If one turned tbis section of tesselate work around and looked at 
what would be the convex surface of the guapa, one would observe 
that although the graphic design of the convex surface was idcntical 
to that of the concave surface, the uncoloured elements would be in 
the horizontal axis and the ·coloured elements would be in the vertical 
axis of the weave. 

Although the graphic pattern is the most instantly appreciable 
visual property of a guapa, it is not an autonomous feature of the gua
pa but rather a product of the interaction between the chromatic se
quence and the weave pattern. To vary the graphic pattern of a guapa, 
it is necessary to manipulare one or other or both of these latter two 
features. 

In the TP style, variation in the graphic pattern is achieved by 
manipulating the chromatic sequence whilst the weave pattern is held 
relatively constant ( cf. Fig. 3). Since the chromatic sequence is discon
tinuous and coloured elements occur in both axes, the chromatic se
quence generally masks the weave pattern. In sorne TP guapas, the 
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wcave pattern and thc graphic pattern have diffcrent visual centres 
which compete for thc attcntion of che viewer's eyc, thus giving rise 
to a slight kinctic effccr ( cf. Piare No. 7a, h, e, d). 

In contrasr, in thc YD and MP stylcs, the graphic pattern is va
ricd by manipulating the weave pattern whilst the chromatic sequence 
is held constant. Since the graphic pattcrn and the weave pattern co
vary in the YD and MP stylcs, thev are in effect identical in these 
stylcs. Fig . .3a represents the end result of combining the invariable chro
matic sequence of the YD and MP styles (one axis coloured, the other 
uncoloured) with thc weave pattern illustratcd in Fig. 2b. Thc two 
patterns are cvidently identical. 

In most PY guapas, the graphic pattern is varied by means of mani
pulating the weave pattern as in the YD and MP styles. But the chro
matic sequence is more variable in the PY style than it is in the 
YD and MP. For example, one might encounter a PY guapa that 
has a sophisticated weave pattern af ter the fashion of a YD or MP 
guapa but which has coloured elements discontinuously distributed 
in both axes as one would encounter in a TP guapa. 

v) Composition ( Appendix III.12): in all four styles of Panare 
guapawork, composition is normally symmetrical about the central 
point of the surface of a guapa. Nevertheless, the variation in the 
types of composition that is characteristic of each style is an impor
tant stylistic boundary marker, particularly between the YD and MP 
styles which in other respects are very similar. 

The YD style is readily identified by its highly characteristic com
position. This consists of four or more complex motifs arranged sym
metrically about the central point of the surface of a guapa and en
closed within a square or rectangular "box" construction from the sides 
of which "herring bone" constructions radiare to the perimeter of the 
guapa ( cf. Appendix III.U; Plates No. 10, 11). The Panare inherited 
this composition from the Ye'kuana. Hames and Hames regard this 
composition as the "templare" for "virtually all" Ye'kuana guapas and 
as "the design characteristic that distinguishes Ye'kuana flat basketry 
from all others in the Guianas" ( Hames and Ha mes 197 6: 17). 

The characteristic YD composition is sometimes encountered in 
guapas of the PY style,. In many PY guapas however, the composition 
consists of simple motifs distributed symmetrically over the whole 
surface of the guapa ( cf. Plates No. 8, 9). 

In the MP style, there is greater variety of composition than 
in the YD style. One might say that the centrípeta! composition cha-
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racteristic of the YD style has been replaced in the MP style by cen
trifuga! composition. The central square or rectangular "box" cons
truction typical of the YD style can be opened out and the motifs nor
mally confined within it allowed to spread over the surface of the 
guapa. The central "box" construction can be opened sideways for 
example and the figures allowed to reach the perimeter of the guapa 
( cf. Plate No. 12). Alternatively, the central "box" construction can 
be opened both vertically and horizontally so that the figures are 
disposed in a cross ( cf. Plate No. 12d). In sorne MP guapas, the 
"herring bone" constructions which are such a prominent feature 
of YD composition disappear entirely and the surface of the guapa 
is filled with figures enclosed within their own "box" constructions 
in series of parallel lines ( cf. Plates No. 12, 13). The MP composi
tion in which figures are enclosed within individual "box" construc
tions (Piare No. 12) bears a certain resemblance to the PY compo
sition of the type illustrated in Plates No. 8, 9. The two can usually 
be distinguished, however, by the greater complexity of the motifs of 
the MP guapa. 

vi) Mode o/ representation (cf. Appendix III.13): most gra
phic forms of Panare guapawork have no representational meaning. 
In other words, they are motifs but not figures ( cf. Appendix III.11). 
However, taking into consideration only those graphic motifs that 
do have meaning, the TP style can be distinguished from the styles 
of the y e 'kuana type on the basis of the particularistic mode of re
presentation encountered in the former style. In the other three styles, 
representation is mostly holistic. 

This diagnostic feature is dependent on the way in which the 
chromatic sequences and weave patterns of the various styles interact 
to creare the graphic · pattern. Holistic representation is more .casily 
achieved when the weave pattern and the graphic pattern are iéÍenti
cal as in the YD and MP styles and frequently in the PY style. In 
the TP style, the interplay of chromatic sequence and weave pattern 
leads to a break up of the graphic forms and thus makes it difficult 
to represent anything more than the most elementary profile. This 
is usually not sufficient to make a holistic representation of the re
ferent. Thus in the TP style, the association between the graphic 
forms and their referents is usually made on the basis of the visual 
similarity between the graphic pattern and the body markings of the 
referents. 
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III. 5 lnnovation and the Merging of Styles 

It is not only in the derivative PY and MP styles that innova
tions have occurred in Panare guapawork. It has also been possible to 
innovate within the limits of the features that have been used to 
define the original styles, the TP and the YD (cf. Table N'? 4). 

In sorne communities in which TP style is woven, the Panare 
have begun to colour guapa elements with commercial paint. The re
sult is garish compared to the subtle hues of ·rhe natural dyes. In ad
dition to the traditional red and black colours, the Panare are begin
ning to use blue and green. Sometimes guapas are woven with red, 
black and green elements, a truly startling combination. Innovations ha
ve also taken place in the form of Th guapas. Traditionally, Panare 
guapas were probably the shape and size of the Panare manioc sieve, 
i.e. circular with a diameter_ of approximately 50 cms. Now however, 
circular guapas as large as 1.20 m. in diameter and as small as 10 cms. 
in diameter are produced. In certain communities, TP guapas of an 
ovaloid form are produced, presumably to conform to the criollo's 
idea of what a tray should look like. Nevertheless, all these innovative 
specimens can still be classified within the TP style since they all fea
ture the interplay of weave pattern and chromatic sequence that is the 
most important defining characteristic of the style. 

Within the YD style, it is possible to weave a wide range of motifs 
without breaking technical conventions. At this stage in time it is dif
ficult to know exactly which figures the Panare merely copied from the 
Ye'kuana. It would seem that only the Monkey, the Frog, the Snake 
and possibly the Man figures (Plates No. 10, 11) were directly copied32• 

The other figures in the catalogue in Appendix I are all Panare innova
tions. In the YD style, innovations in the shape and size of the guapas 
have not been as varied as in the TP style. The shape of YD guapas is 
invariably round. Size varíes but not as much as in the TP style: YD 
guapas are rarely greater than 65 cms. in diameter or less than 15 cms. 

Although it has been possible to innovare within the limits of the 
original styles of Panare guapawork, the rapid rate of innovation will 
probably soon make the stylisti~ boundaries that have been defined in 
this essay obsolete. Even now, as pointed above, these stylistic bounda
ries are somewhat artificial. There are many Panare guapas that defy 
incontrovertible classification within the present scheme. The finest 
guapa from a technical poiat of view that the authors encountered was 

32. Personal communication from P. René Bros who has Iived for many ycars amongst the 
Ye'kuana of the mission at Sta. María de Erebato, on an affluent of the Caura river. 
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woven by an artisan of the community of El Rincón (cf. Map N? 2). 
The elements of the guapa in question were little more than 1 mm. 
wide. The figure was the artisan's own invention and did not conform 
to the technical conventions of the Guianese Tesselate Tradition. These 
two features would lead one to classify the guapa as an example of the 
MP style. But the composition of the guapa was the characteristic YD 
composition. Finally, the guapa was woven by a member of a com
munity where guapas of the PY style are the most common. Even more 
unusual was the fact that the guapa in question had been woven by an 
adolescent and not by an artisan of many years experience as one might 
have expected given its technical refinement. 

The most critica! stylistic boundary marker in Panare guapawork 
is the manner in which the weave pattern and the chromatic seguence 
are manipulated in order to produce the graphic pattern. On the basis of 
this feature, the TP style can be readily distinguished from the other 
three styles. In order to make the transition from the TP style to one 
of the other three styles, an artisan has to change the relationship 
between the technical and graphic features of his work radically. It is 
not all Panare who are prepared to go through the lengthy period of 
experimentation involved in making this transition. Por this reason, the 
stylistic boundary between the TP and the other three styles is likely 
to endure whilst the other boundaries becom~ even more blurred than 
they are at present. Then the range of Panare guapas will be reducible 
to two basic styles: the Traditional Panare style and the Modern Panare 
style, the latter owing its genesis to the copying of the Ye'kuana type 
of guapawork but now suffici.ently distinctive to be regarded as an 
autochthonous Panare style. 

IV. THE GUAPA AS A MEANS OF ARTISTIC EXPRESSION 

IV. 1 The Representational Meaning o/ Guapa Motifs 

The form of most of the graphic motifs of Panare guapawork 
is rarely the consequence of any intention on the part of the artisan 
to represent a specific phenomenon. In practice, the technical factors 
described in the previous section play a large part in generating the 
form of the motifs. In the majority of cases, the meanings attached 
to the motifs of Panare guapawork are nothing more than post hoc 
rationalizations. Nevertheless, when a motif is said to have meaning, 
regardless of whether or not this meaning was in the artisan's mind 
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before he produced the guapa in which it occurs, it will be termed the 
"representational meaning" of the motif. 

The ethnographers who have described Guianese indigenous arts 
and crafts have tended to assume that the motifs of tesselate basketry 
have consistent and widely accepted meanings. Roth illustrates over fifty 
tesselate basketry motifs taken from the work of various indigenous 
groups of "Arawak, Warrau and Carib sticks" ( Roth 1924: 356-367). 
Only for one or two of these motifs does he give more than one 
meaning, leaving the reader to assume that the remainder of the mo
tifs have a uniform meaning throughout Guiana. It seems unlikely 
that the motifs illustrated by Roth would have the same meaning even 
across the range of culturally distinct groups that he mentions. They 
do not have uniform meanings throughout Guiana. Blixen ( 1965: 
11-12) assumes that the motif identified by Roth as representation 
of the nutmeg tree (Roth 1924: 356, Fig. 168) has the same meaning 
amongst the Ye'kuana. In actual fact, it does not appear to have any 
specific meaning for the Ye'kuana (cf. Hames and Hames 1976: 20, 
Fig. 4e, f). 

Amongst the Panare there is very little uniformity in the inrer
pretations given to guapa motifs. There are certain complex figures that 
have universally accepted meanings. But a meaning is only univer
sal when there is a very obvious visual clue in the figure such as the 
apparently "curly" tail of the Monkey figure ( cf. Plate No. l lc). 
When there is no obvious clue, the meaning attributed to complex fi
gures is· highly variable. Most of the tesserae in the body of the Dog 
figure illustrated in Fig. 5 make 9 spans. A figure that features tesse
rae of more than 9 spans in the body but which is otherwise identical 
to the Dog figure is also frequently woven. This latter figure is said 
by sorne informants to be the representation of a goat. But other 
informants will continue to identify this figure as the representation 
of a dog. Conversely, the figure most commonly said to represent a dog 
(i.e. the figure with only 9 span tesserae in its body) is said by sorne 
informants to be the representation of a goat. In short, whether these 
figures represent dogs or goats depends very much on who is doing 
the identification. Furthermore, in the interview situation itself, the 
Panare make it quite clear that it is not very important to them which 
animal of the two the figures represent. 

The meaaings that the Panare attribute to the less complex and 
sc:condary figures of their guapawork are even less systematic. Most 
simple motifs have no meaning whatsoever. The only simple figure that 
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has a universally recognized meaning is the Tortoise figure ( cf. Plate 
No. 1 Oa). But this figure is something of an exceptional case since 
it is based on the "tortoise shell" construction which is one of the 
fundamental technical features of tesselate basketwork ( cf . .Aopendix 
III.11). 

The fact that the meanings attributed to motifs are mostly post 
hoc rationalizations explains the inconsistency of the interpretations 
the Panare give. The Panare say that the "eye" constructions in the body 
of the Tiger figure represent the spots of the tiger's coat (cf. Plate 
No. 16d). However, the "eye" constructions in the body of the Mon
key figure mean nothing except when contrasted with the Monkey 
figure with no "eye" constructions in the body (cf. Plate No. lle). 
In this case, sorne informants say, the all-black Monkey figure re
presents the howler monkey which has a very dark brown coat or the 
monkey that the Parrare call amsiri ( capuchin monkey?) which has- a 
black coat, whilst the Monkey figure with the "eye" constructions in 
the body represents the species with lighter coloured coats. In other 
words, the "eye" constructions in one case ( the tiger's spots) are 
thought to represent spots of darkness whilst in the other ( the light 
coloured coats of sorne species of monkey) they are thought to represent 
lightness of colour. In fact, in both cases, the "eye" constructions have 
the technícal function of avoiding over-long tesserae in the bodies of 
the figures. Post hoc they have been given representational meanings. 
Only in the case of the Howler Monkey figure, where the absence of 
"eye" cohstructíons results in tesserae that are longer than the corí
ventíonal maximum, is one possibly dealing with a case of the inten
tional manipulation of technical features in order to express a spe
cific meaning in graphic form. 

As the examples just examined show, the interpretations that 
the Panare put on guapa motifs are often hí~hly apposite. It is for 
this reason that one is initially tempted to detect a code in the graph
ic motifs of Panare guapawork. Yet the ingenuity that informants 
show can vary greatly with the interview situation. The most ingenious 
explanations the authors recorded were those of the Parrare living close 
to the Guaniamo diamond mines who do not weave guapas themselves 
and were at first incredulous that the guapas represented in the photo
graphs that the authors carried were woven by fellow Panare. The 
mood of the informant also affects the interpretations that he gives. 
One of the most ímaginative set of interpretations that the authors 
recorded was given by an informant whilst travelling in the authors' 
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vehic;:le accompanied only by two of his friends. His words brought the 
guapas alive: here a monkey was off to search far faod, there a caiman 
wallowed in a pond, certain thick lines were trees, other thinner lines 
were rivers etc. But the same infarmant, several months later, in his 
own settlement, surrounded by a crowd of onlookers, did not want 
to offer a single interpretation of the same motifs. His reticence befare 
other Panare was due to the fact that most Panare regard the insistence 
that the motifs should have meanings as at best amusing and at worst 
tiresome. C.onsequently, even at the best of times their interpretations 
are only half serious. When not in the mood far humouring the authors, 
the Panare would claim that they didn't know what the motifs meant 
or would say whatever carne into their heads. The attitude of the Panare 
leads one to think R0th may have been taken in over the meaning of 
the motifs that he considers to be a series of variations on a theme of 
canine genitalia (Roth 1924: 364-367). Probably the only thing that 
these motifs represent is sorne long-dead artisan's sense of humour33 • 

IV. 2 Guapa Representation in the General Context of Panare .4rt 

Befare the introduction of guapawork of the Ye'kuana type in 
1964, there was no genuine tradition of representational art amongst 
the Panare. Although the figures of the TP style of guapawork may to 
a limited extent be the consequence of a prior intention on the part of 
the artisan to represent specific phenomena and not merely post hoc 
rationalizations, the representational potential of TP guapawork is 
highly circumscribed by the fact that only angular and linear graohic 
farms are possible due to the technical limitations of the style. These 
forms rarely permit holistic representation ( cf. Appendix III.13). 
When meanings are attached to TP figures, the referents are frequently 
reptiles or fish, not because these classes of animal have any special 
significance far the Panare but rather because their body markings or 

JJ. In this conncction, it is ~1dvis.shlc to recall Schomburgk 's warning ;1gainst taking indigenous 
intcrprc:tittions ot reprcscntntional figures at thcir facc valuc:. Rcporting thnt thc ?\.1nkusi 
used thc term "spiny sting ray" to describe thc frying pan (nhviously an ítem intrnsive to 
Makusi sockty for which a new word had to be found) on account of a certain visual 
similarity betwccn thc 1wo, Srhumburg:k sugp.csts that it was thc samc logic rhat le<l his 
informants to Jisccrn l>etroglyphs in thc irregular groovcs hroughr ,1bout by wu1er d<"tion 
on thc surfac.r of certain houldcrs (cf. Sujo Volsky 1975: L29J 733). The Panare show a 
simih1r 1.malogical ingcnuiry in thc words thr.ll thcy invcm for intrusivc tcdmological irems 
and a paralld cquivalc:nt ro thnt su1lgcste<l hy Schomhur~k can he drnwn betwcen th<..· 
Panarc's linguistic invcntivcncss ~111d thl.'. ima~inativc: intcrprct,1tions th¡lt thcy givc of 
the morifs of guapawork (cf. Muller 1974: 8). 
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body surface textures Iend themse!ves to representation by means of 

angular and linear graphic forms. 
Outside the sphere of basketry, representational art was almost 

unknown amongst the Panare. P,inare pottery where it is still made, 
is a very crude, black ware that comes in a standard bowl form of 
various sizes. The Panare do not elaborate other items of everyday use 
such as benches or cooking spatulas into representational forrns. 
The only genuine form of representation that the Panare appear to have 
practised is the pair of Lizard figures painted on the beer canoe during 
male initiation ceremonies. Apart from this isolated example, the 
nearest that the Panare carne to representational art before the introduc
tion of guapawork of the Ye'kuana type was the designs that they paint 
on their bodies and on the ritual belts used in the dances connected 
with male initiation. These designs are painted free hand, or in the 
case of body painting, with the aid of wooden stamps. As in TP guapa
work, these designs are mostly linear and angular. The Panare rarely 
impute any repre~entational mcaning to these designs but when they 
do, the meanings, even more than in basketry, are merely vague post 
hoc rationalizations. As in TP guapawork, and for the same reasons, 
the referents that the Panare cite for these designs are usually reptiles 
and fish. 

The similarity in the form of the designs employed in body paint

ing and on ritual belts on the one hand and the motifs of TP guapa
work on the other is sufficiently great to suggest that the various me
dia may have influenced one another. But, given that the linear and 
angular forms of TP guapa motifs are determined by the technical fea
tures of the style, they cannot merely be copies of the designs of other 
artistic media. On the other hand, there is no way of showing, and 
inclced it seems unlikely, that body painting and ritual be!t decor,ition 
did not occur prior to the development of guapawork. However there 
could well have been sorne cross referencing with regard to the mean
unkn own to the Panare. The YD style opened up a whole new range of 

The YO style allows a degree of holistic representation that, with 
rhe exception of the Lizard figure mentioned above, was previou_sly 
unknown to the Panare. The YO style opened up a whole new range of 
potential refcrents for Panare guapawork figures. Representation was 
no longer confine<l to those referents that have distinctive body mark
ings or body surface textures. Nevertheless, the technical conventions 
of the Guianese Tesselate Tradition that operare in the YD style impose 

a limit on the range of phenomena that can be represented. The Mon-
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key and the Frog (Piare No. lla, c) figures are the holistic representa
tions most frequently found in guapas of the YD style. Yet their fre

quency should not be attributed to their cultural importance for the 

Panare but· rather to the fact thac the distinctive physical fearures of 

rhese referent, can be represented within the lirnirs of rechnirnl con-· 
ventions whilst those of other creacures cannot. 

In sum, the r,1rnie of 11henornena that can be represented in TP 
ancl YD guapa,vork is strictlv limited by cechnical considerations. The 

same can be said for the PY style, since it is essentially a mixture of 

the t\\'O original stv!es. If the figures of PY guapawork are sometimes 
non-conventional, rhis is usuallv the result of inexperience rather th,111 

somc graphic intencion on the part of the anisan. 
In che MP scyle however, the incencion of thc anisan plays a 

much grener pare in <letermining the graphic form of the figures than 

in rhe other scvles. If ,1 MP anisan wishes to wcave rhe repre~ent.1tion 

of a phenomenon thac woul<l noc be possiblc within che limics of 

cechnical conventions, thc convcncions are simply put aside. The rcla

tionship becween che faccors involved in representation in the various 

stvles of Panare guapawork can be <liagrammed in the following form: 

i) TP, YD, PY styles 

Technique 

ii) MP stvlc 

Represen ta tional 

Meaning 

Graphic Form 

Technique 

Representational 

Meaning 

Graphic Form 

In the TP, PY and YO styles, rechnical considerations determine 

the form of the graphic fearures an<l in the m,1jority of cases, meaning 

is artached to the graphic form subsequent to its completion. In the 

MP style, the artisan's intention to represent a given phenomenon lcads 

him to adapt the rcchnical fcaturcs of the rnedium in order to produce 

the appropriate graphic form. This summary of the differences betwet:n 

tht: MP ,mJ the other thrt:e styks involves a certain degree of over

sirnplification: in che MP style, sorne rcspcct for technical convcntions 

is necess;iry or tht: gu,1pas would simplv fa!] ,1part whilst in the ochcr 

chree stylcs, the artisan's intcntion can influcncc thc form chat che 
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graphic pattern takes to sorne extent. Nevertheless, the .diagrams serve 
to highlight the difference in the relationship between the artisan and 
his work in the various styles of Panare guapawork. 

Disregard for technical conventions makes guapawork a more 
time-consuming process since in order to produce a guapa that is both 
technically and graphically successful, the artisan needs to spend a 
good deal of time in experimentation. For example, the artisan that 
disregards TC 1 loses the help that the convention gives him in an
ticipating the graphic development of a motif. Consequently he is in 
danger of leaving out an essential part of the graphic pattern and of 
having to retrace bis steps by taking out severa! elements and weaving 
them again. But although rupture with technical conventions may cost 
the MP artisan a good deal of extra trouble, it enlarges the representa
tional potential of the medium enormously34• 

Panare artisans have used freedom from technical conventions 
not so much to change the kind of phenümena they represent in guapa 
work as to change the graphic treatment of those phenomena. As in the 
other three styles, a considerable number of the. motifs of MP guapa
work are merely geometrical forms to which no meaning or only 
post hoc meanings are attached. And, as in the other styles, the great 
majority of motifs are said to represent animals. There are a few no
table exceptions to this generalization such as the Jeep and Truck fig
ures ( cf. Plate No. 13a, b). 

But the MP style can be clearly distinguished from the other 
styles on the bases of the naturalism of the figures of MP guapas. The 

34. During thc course of fieldwork, one of the aurhors learnr how to wcavc guapas. Having 
mastered the basic tcchniques, he roo began to break with rhc technical conventions of 
the Guianese Tessclate Tradirion in orJcr to produci.: more interesting graphic forms. 
In doing so, he discovered just how difficult guapawork becomes when technical convcn
tions are disregarded. The only way he could produce succc.ssful non-convention.il graphic 
figures was by working them out b<.:forchan<l on graph paper! The Panare cannot "chcat" 
in this way and are obligcd to spend a good dcal of time in rule-of-thumb cxperimen
tation. Even in the communitics where the MP style of guapawork is produced, it is 

· nor ali Panare who huve thc skHI or the patiencc to devclop new, non-convcntional 
figures. Many Panare in Colorado whcrc thc author was basc<l considered th~ non-con
ventional figures in his guapawork to be an índication of his inexperience and were con
stantly advising him on how to alter them so as to make them conform to tcchnical con
ventions. On onc occasion, rhe author left a half-finished guapa featuring various non-con
vcntional figures stored aviay in thc roof of his house whilst he spcnt the day elscwherc. 
In the evening, when he returned, he discovered that sorne well-meaning individu3J had 
taken down his guapa and had re-wovcn it so that the graphic figures conformed to 
technical conventions. Thc author dismantled thc guapa and returncd thc figures to theír 
non-convcntional form only far the samc thing to happcn again two or threc days later. 
Only when the author re-wove the figures far the second time, did his an•::mymous bene
factor appear to acccpt that the non-conventionality of the figures of the ·guapa were 
the product of the author's intention and not merely the consequence of his inexperience. 
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heads of MP figures are no longer based on simple "tortoise shell" 
constructions as they are in the YD style. Ears, mouth, a pair of eyes 
can all be represented. The bodies of the figures more closely represent 
the profile of the referents. Body markings can be inserted where they 
are appropriate and omitted where they are not. Nor are the figures 
limited to flat profiles. The ears of the Cat figure in Plate No. 16c 
and the facial features and paws of the other Car figure in Plate No. 16d, 
all based on non-conventional constructions, make it clear that one 1s 
looking at a three quarter profile. 

The greater naturalism of MP figures involves closer attention 
to detail and thus allows a more precise differentiation of the refer
ents. The rump and snout of the figure illustrated in Plate No. 16a, b 
,vhich would be impossible to weave in this form if technical con
ventions were respected, allow the figure to be readily identified as 
a tapir. This figure is easily distinguished from the Acure figure 
( Plate No. 14b). If both of these figures were woven with respect 
for the technical conventions of the Guianese Tesselate Tradition, they 
would both h we "tortoise shell" constructions for heads, s0uare rumps 
and "eye" constructions in the body and hence would be virtually 
i ndis tinguishable. 

Holistic representation first introduced to the Panare with the 
Ye'ku~na type of guapawork and made more naturalistic in the MP 
style, has now begun to overflow into other Panare artistic media. 
The characteristic figures of the YD and MP styles now crop up in 
slightly more curvilinear forms in free-hand body paintin[;. Holistic 
representation has even been adopted in the carving of body stamps. 
One of these is worthy of special mention since it involves a figure 
of an anthropomorphic kind. Many Panare are extremely cautious about 
figures of this type35. Carved by an adolescent, the stamp repre-

35. Within the Guianese Tcssclatc Tradition, anthropomorphic figures are rare. Roth rcports 
th.:u he never cncountcred any in che somhcrn part of Guyana. Thc anthropomorphic figure 
that he reproduces in his book comes from Surinam ( Roth 1924: 361, 364, 368). Amhropomor
phic figures occur in Ye'kuana guapawork but they are a recent innovation. Amongst the Pa
nare, even though the Man figure is quite clearly anthropomorphic, che interpretations 
that informants gave were highly ambiguous. Sorne Panare were contem to distinguish bet
ween two classcs of Man figure one rcpresenting che criollo, thc othcr reprcscm:ing a Panan:. 
The criollo figure is distinguishcd by its fect which are thought to rcprcsem the shocs 
of the criollo (d. !'late No. 14h),, The Panarc who normally ncver wear shoes are repte· 
sente<l by thc figure without fcct (cf. Plate No. 14g). But other Panare werc unwilling 
to i<lentify any anthropomorphic figure ns thc rcprcscntation of a Panare, always insisting that 
they wcrc rcpn:scnr.itions of criollos. Thc rcticcncc that such informants shuwc<l contrnsred 

sharply with thc gencrally casual attitude that the Panarc havc about the interprctations 
of guapa figures. Ir was p,1rtictd,1rly markcd if thc inform;.111t had woven thc figure him
sclf. This reticencc is prob<1bly relatc<l to rhc Panare's belief that anv dctachable physical 
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sents a saint and is an imitation of one of the cheap religious prints 
often encountered in the houses of local criollos. The hoy carved this 
stamp just for fun and it is indicative ot an rnterest in holistic re
presentation only and in no way indicative of any religious interest36. 

In short, the holistic, naturalistic representational mode of the 
MP style of guapawork is completely new to the Panare artistic tradi
tion. The MP style allows a more sophisticated and varied form of 
artistic expression than is possible in the other guapawork styles in 
which the artisan is encumbered by technical conventions. Although the 
technical limitations on the development of graphic forms are not as 
great in the other Panare artistic media as they are in guapawork, 
the representation achieved by the Panare in the MP style is the most 
sophisticated of all Panare artistic media. The MP style of guapawork 
therefore constitutes a definite enrichment of Panare art. 

The MP style represents a new departure not only within the 
context of Panare guapawork but also within the Guianese Tesselate 
Tradition as ; whole. In all the published sources that the authors 
have consulted ( cf. Bibliography) and in the collections, both prívate 
and public, that they have examined, they have never come across the 
systematic disregard for technical conventions that one encounters in 
the MP style of guapawork. In the tesselate basketry illustrated in 
the published sources, if technical conventions are broken at all, it 
is only in ancillary motifs such as the "hour glass" construction ( cf. 
Roth 1924: 347-348) and the zigzag motif known to the Ye'kuana 
as ashicha ( cf. Hames and Hames 1976: 20, Fig. 4g, h). The con
ventions are very rarely broken in the weaving of figures. The syste
matic disregard fur technical conventions that is encountered in the 
MP style of guapawork thus makes this form of Panare tesselate bas
ketry unique within the Guianese Tesselate Tradition. 

manifcstation oí a pcrson can be used by malignam supernatural emities to harm him or her. 
In Panare sociery, this belief is encountered in several different guises. For example, the 
inedible rcmains of food are never left in places where they might be found by malignant 
supcrnatural entities. In a modern comext, chis belief manifests itself in an unwillingness 
to be photographed or tape recorded. Apparemly the Panare also believe guapa represen• 
tations ro be potentially dangerous. Onc should not overgeneralize this point: sorne Pa
narc werc quite happy to interprct anthropomorphic figures as reprcscntations of Panare. 
Sorne informants evcn went so far as to identify Panare in the figures that were most 
frequcntly intcrpreted as representations of frogs or lizards (d. Plate No. llb). 

36. For another case of thc transfcr of tesselate motifs to another medium, cf. Ahlhrinck 
1931: 276-277. In this case thc transfcr was from baskctry to pottery. 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In 1964, guapawork of the Ye'kuana type was introduced to some 
Panare of the community of Colorado who, although they had their own 
tradition of guapawork, abandoned this tradition in favour of the Ye'kua
na type of guapawork on account of the greater commercial potential of 
the latter. From a technical point of view, the Ye'kuana type of guapa
work is a more sophisticated form of tesselate basketry than the tradi
tional Panare type and involves a form of artistic representation pre
viously unknown in Panare artistic media. Having spent six or seven 
years mastering the basic techniques of the Ye'kuana type, the artisans 
of the Panare communities located in the Colorado river valley and at 

Portachuelo began to break with the technical conventions that under
lie the Ye'kuana type of guapawork. The purpose of this rupture was 
to achieve more varied and more naturalistic graphic forms. The fre
quent disregard shown for technical conventions in this form of Pa
nare guapawork, termed the "Modern Panare" style in this essay, marks 
it out as unique within the Guianese Tessela.te Tradition as a whole. In 
the concluding section of this essay, the relationship between the com
mercialization of Panare basketry and the emergence of the Modern 
Panare style of guapawork will be examined. 

There is no doubt that if it had not been for the basket trade, the 
Modern Panare style of guapawork would never have evolved. The 
Ye'kuana type, of which the Modern Panare style is a derivation, was 
first adopted by the Panare on account of the fact that it commanded 
a higher market price than the traditional Panare type. Furthermore, 
the commercialization of guapawork has contributed directly to the 
rupture with technical conventions that is the defining characteristic of 
the Modern Panare style. It has done so in two principal ways. Firstly, 
a Modern Panare guapa requires more skill to weave than a conventio
nal guapa. The basket trade has contributed to the development of the 
necessary skills amongst the Panare simply by virtue of having stimulat
ed them to spend a great deal of time engaged in _guapawork over the 
course of the last decade. Secondly, demand has also encouraged rup
ture with technical conventions'. The immediate outlet for a large part 
of the volume of guapawork produced by the Panare are. the criollo 
dealers based in Caicara., These dealers frequently urge the Panare to 
make the graphic figures of their guapawork as naturalistic and anecdo
tal as possible and to include as many animal figures as they can. In 
order to comply with this request the Panare are obliged to circumvent 
technical conventions. 
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But although the cornrnercialization of guapawork is indubitably 
a necessary part of the explanation for the ernergence of the Modern Pa
nare style of guapawork, by itself, it does not provide sufficient ex
planation of the phenornenon. As far as the lirnited inforrnation on this 
subject allows one to judge, the cornrnercialization of the tesselate bas
ketry of other Guianese groups has not been accornpanied by the same 
degree of innovation as has taken place in Panare guapawork. Amongst 
the Ye'kuana whose craftwork has been commercialized for longer and 
in a more systematic way than the basketry of the Panare, innovation 
has taken place in the forro of women's carrying baskets, shamanic 
stools and in pegalls rather than in guapas37 • A sufficient explana
tion for the uniquely innovative character of the Modern Panare style 
requires further reference to the place of guapawork in Panare society. 

It should be borne in mind that the Ye'kuana type of guapawork 
frorn which the Modern Panare style evolved is intrusive to Panare 
society. The techniques of the Ye'kuana type have not been handed 
down frorn father to son since time irnrnernorial in Panare soci~ty. The 
rnost cornpetent weavers of the Ye'kuana type are currently between 
25 and 40 years of age. In short, the Ye'kuana type of guapawork is 
in no way legitimated by Panare tradition. It is possibly for this reason 
that the Panare have been more willing to introduce innovations than 
the Ye'kuana thernselves. Moreover, the purpose of guapawork arnongst 
the Panare is exclusively commercial. The Ye'kuana on the other hand, 
in cornrnon with other Guianese indigenous groups to whorn this type 
of guapawork is autochthonous, sometimes use the guapawork that they 
produce for functional domestic 'purposes ( cf. Roth 1924: 321). Given 
that the purpose of the technical conventions of the Guianese Tesselate 
Tradition is to ensure that baskets are sturdy enough to withstand use, 
it is understandable that the Panare, who never use the guapas they 
produce, should be .less careful about observing these conventions than 
those indigenous groups that do. 

Ancither circurnstance that rnight explain why the Panare are dispos
ed to break with technical conventions is their alrnost continuous con
tact with the criollo world. In this connection, it is interesting to note 
that the few non-conventional exarnples of tesselate basketry that Roth 

37. P. René Bros, personal communication. The authors' own impression, based mainly on 
the inspection of the exhibition put on by the Unión Makiritare del Alto Ventuari in 
Caracas in April 1976 and on the collection of Ye'kuana tesselate basketry of Dr. W. 
Coppens, is that although innovatíon in modern Ye'kuana tesselate basketry involves a 
certain degree of disregard for the technical conventions of the Guianese Tesselate Tradi
tion, this is not nearly so marked as in the Modern Panare style of guapawork. 
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encountered were manufactured by artisans who had had unusual ex
posure to the non-indigenous world: 

"Occasionally, however, sorne sophisticated Indian will sponta
neously produce a freak, which, getting into circulatíon, may give 
the ethnologist a good deal of trouble. Other Indians will speak 
of it as 'fancy' work, and admit that they could easily make one 
like the pattern under consideration but have never done so, be
cause it was not the 'proper kind'. Of the two specimens that 
have passed through my hands, both were manufactured by old 
Arawak, one of them long in contact with Europeans and a reputed 
miser, the other a visitar to the Chicago's World's Exposition" 
(Roth 1924: 369-370). 
The communities which produce guapas of the Modern Panare 

style have not adopted many criollo cultural norms and remain both so
cially and economically highly independent of the local criollos. Never
theless they have left the mountains and have settled on the plains in 
arder to be c!oser to the criollos' settlements. This change in settlement 
pattern is symptomatic of a certain discontent with their traditional 
way of life in the mountains and reveals an interest in participating, to 
a limited extent and on their own terms, in the criollo world. The highly 
innovative character of the Modern Panare style could perhaps therefore 
be interpreted as an artistíc expression of the interest the Panare 
appear to ha·vc in broadening their areas of experience. No longer content 
to be constrained by technical conventíons, under the stimulus of the 
basket trade, the artisans of Colorado and Portachuelo have developed a 
form of guapawork that acts as a more versatile medium of plastic ex
pression than any they previously possessed. 

But all the conditions mentioned as factors possibly contributing 
to the evolution of a highly innovative form of guapawork hold for ali 
the Panare communities involved in the basket trade, many of which 
continue to produce very conventional basketry. In arder to identify 
the specific conditions that might favour innovation in sorne communi
ties but not in others, it is necessary to take a closer look at the various 
communitíes involved in the trade. 

In arder to break with technical conventions and yet still produce 
good guapawork, the artisan needs to have both skíll and suffi.cient 
interest in guapawork to ·experiment with new techniques. The Panare 
of the communities east of the Chaviripa river are those that have gone 
furthest in adopting criollo cultural norms, and do not appear to have 
sufficient interest in guapawork to dedícate themselves to the experi
mentation necessary to master the Ye'ku~na type of guapawork. Conse-
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quently, it is the traditíonal Panare type of guapawork that is most com

mon in these communities. In the more traditional communities west 
of the Chaviripa, the artisans have been more ready to adopt the in
trusive type of guapawork. But it is only in the communities of Colo
rado and Portachuelo that the artisans have sufficient skill to produce 
guapawork in which the technical conventíons of the Guianese Tesselate 
Tradition are intentionally broken in the interest of producing new 
and more varied graphic forms. It is this conjunction of circumstances 
that explains a phenomenon that at first sight might appear to be para
doxical: namely, that it is in the communities of Colorado and Porta
chuelo, that number amongst the most traditional of Panare communi
ties, that the most innovative form of present day Panare guapa\\'ork is 
produced. 

Contrary to popular assumption, the example of the Panare basket 
trade indicares that the commercialization of indigenous craftwork does 
not necessarily result in the bastardization of traditional skills. In the 
case of Panare guapawork, commercialization has contributed. to the 
development of both its technical and graphic features. Furthermore, 
far from beíng divorced from present day Panare life, the commerciali
zed Panare guapas act as a more dírect and varied means of artistic ex
pression than any of the more traditional Panare artistic media. 

APPENDIX I 

A Catalogue of Panare Guapa Moti/r 

Only the most common and the most interesting motifs and figures 
of Panare guapawork are illustrated in this catalogue. Each motif illus
trated is an ideal type and small variations on the motif are possible. 
Where these variations give rise to different interpretations of the 
meaning of the motif, these are explained in the notes to each figure. 
Each figure is accompanied by one or two ancíllary motifs that· bave 
the technical function of avoiding the need for long tesserae ( cf. Ap
pendix III. 1). These motifs can also vary. For example, the line motif 
between the legs of the Acure figure ( Plate No. 14b) could easily be 
substituted for by a series of independent "eye" constructions ( cf. 
Fig. le). For reasons discussed at length in Section IV. 1, this cata
l~gue should not be regarded as a key to a graphic code. Nor should it 
be regarded as a complete or definitive list of Panare guapa motifs. Even 
in the years since the authors left the field, the Panare have no doubt 
invented many new motifs and figures. 
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PLATE No. 6. TRADITIONAL PANARE STYLE (TP) 
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PLATE No. 7. TRADITIONAL PANARE STYLE (TP) 

'-,)' 
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PLATE No . 8. PSEUDO YE' KUANOID ST YLE (PY) 
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PLATE No. 9. PSEUDO YE'KUANOID STYLE (PY) 
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PLATE No. 10. YE'KUANOID STYLE (Yo) 

a. geometrical motifs 

b. leaping frog 

c. man 

d . tortoise shell 
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PLATE No. 11. YE'KUANOID STYLE (YD) 

a. frog ( sleeping? ) 

b. lizard 

c. monkey 
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PLATE No. 12. MoDERN PANARE STYLE (MP) 

a. dog and centipede 

b. man 

c. dog, frog and acure 

d. cat 
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PLATE No. 13. MooERN PANARE STYLE (MP) 

a. jeep and car; jaguar 

b. truck 

d. spider 
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a. bird 

c. truck 

PLATE No. 14. FIGURES OF PANARE BASKETRY 

b. acure 

d. bird (?) 
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PLATE No. J 4 (Con t.) 

e. deer and monkey f. car 

g . man ( Panare?) 

h. man (criollo?) 
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PLATE No. 15. VARIATIONS ON CAT-JAGUAR FIGURE 
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PLATE No. 15 (Cont.) 
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PLATE No. 16. NEw FIGURES IN MooERN PANARE STYLE 

a. b. tapir and centipede 

c. d. cat-jaguar 
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APPENDIX 11 

A Catalogue of Panare Basket Types 

Table N~ 2 provides a classification of Panare basket types accord
ing to the kind of weave employed. This system of classification follows 
very closely the system devised by Simpson on the basis of his study of 
Kamarakoto ( Pemon) basketry ( cf. Simpson 1940: 468-481 ) . The fol
lowing catalogue gives brief details of the names given to Panare 
baskets, their general shape and form, the materials from which they 
are woven and the uses to which they are put. Definitions of the 
technical terms employed in this catalogue are to be found in Ap
pendix 111. 

1 . T esselate Basketry 

All Panare tesselate baskets are woven from elements of itiriti 
(L: Ischnosiphon obliqui/ormis Loes.'"; S: tirita; P: manankye) and 
are woven almost exclusively far sale to the criollos. 

a) Guapas (S: guapa; P: wapa). Roth termed baskets of this type 
"circular trays" ( Roth 1924: 320-321). The Panare guapa is flat but 
slightly concave. Most Panare guapas are circular, although sometimes 
they can be ovaloid. The smallest Panare guapas are rarely less than 
15 cms. in diameter and the largest are rarely greater than 1.20 m. 
Baskets of rhis kind are woven by several Guianese indigenous groups 
including the Ye'kuana who cal! them waha tomennato (cf. Hames and 
Hames 1976: 11-12) and the Pemon who call them o:apa. The Panare 
guapa should not be identified with the basket that Pemon call wapa 
which is a small tesselate storage basket (cf. Simpson 1940: 494). 

b) Pegalls (S: petaca; P: tupupukumen). The pegall consists of two 
rectangular box-shaped baskets, one box being slightly larger than the · 
other, so that they can be fitted into one another. The English term 
"pegall", sometimes written "pack-all", is a corruption of the word 
pagara ar pagala, which are the names given to this type of basket in 
certain Carib languages of Guyana (Roth 1924: 345). The volume 
of Panare pegalls does not vary greatly. An average Panare pegall would 
be about 20 by 25 cms. on the base and about 15 cms. high. Very few 
Panare are competent weavers of pegalls. Frequently the graphic pat
terns on the walls of Panare pegalls are broken up by swathes of undif-
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PLATE No. 17. On-IER TYPES OF BASKETS 

a. latticework basket 

b. pegall 

e. manioc-sieve d. satchel 
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ferentiated colour or by swathes of no colour. Swathes of this kind can 
be avoided if an "hour glass" motif is employed on the top surface 
of the pegall and if certain elements are only coloured over half of their 
length ( cf. Roth 1924: 346-349). This technique is complex and is ap
parently unknown to the Panare. Sorne Guianese groups give one or 
both of the boxes of which the pegall consists two walls, leaves being 
inserted between the walls to render the pegalls waterproof (cf. Simpson 
1940: 495). This technique is also apparently unknown to the Panare. 

c) Storage baskets ( S: canasta; P: tawahemen). The Panare storage 
basket has a square base and a circular mouth. When measured diago
nally from comer to comer, the base of the storage basket is longer 
than the walls of the basket are hígh by a ratio of 5: 4 or thereabouts. 
The walls of the smallest examples are about 15 cms. high and those of 
the largest about 40 cms. Although most of the storage baskets that the 
Panare weave are made of itiriti, they are occasíonally woven from the 
leaves of the ite palm ( L: Mauritia sp.; S: moriche; P: ankayano'). 

d) Varia. The Panare sometimes mount the mouths of their blow
pipe dart quivers with pieces of conically shaped basketwork (P: 
paranantan). The Panare of the community of El Pajal manufacture 
various types of basketwork that are rarely encountered elsewhere, 
including satchels ( P: kamawa'), model communal houses that are used 
by the criollos as lampshades ( P: perekankin) and plaques that resem
ble table mats. 

2. Non-chromatic Basketry 

The following baskets do not usually involve the use of coloured 
elements. They have therefore been grouped together as "non-chro
matic" basketry in contradistinction to tesselate basketry. Unless other
wise stated, these basket types are also woven with elements of itiriti. 
a) Latticework baskets ( S: cesta jaula; P: ewe'). Panare latticework 
is of the simplest kind. It involves three series of elements set in dif
ferent directíons. Each element is separated from that parallel to it by 
a short gap. The result is a hexagonal lattice ( cf. Fig. 6). No supple
mentary wefts are introduced in Panare latticework. The base of a 
Panare latticework basket is flat and hexagonal. The mouth is circular. 
The simplest variety of Panare latticework basket is essentially cylin
drical in form. The Panare use this type of basket themselves for stor
ing cotton. The latticework baskets sold to the criollos are usually "bot-
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tle shaped" ( cf. Plate No. 17a). The most sophisticated Panare lattice
work baskets have one or more "bellies". Recently sorne Panare arti
sans have begun to paint the elements used in latticework. Even so, 
rhese baskets cannot properly be considered examples of tesselate bas
ketry since no graphic effect is achieved by this means. 

b) Cheese moulds ( S: cincho; P: éintu). The Panare cheese mould is 
essentially a mat of a rectangular shape varying between 2 and 2.50 
metres in length and between 50 and 70 cms. in width. In order to be 
used as a mould, the mat is rolled up and secured with a cord so as to 
form a cylinder, open at both ends. This basket is made exclusively for 
sale to the criollos. The Panare use it neither as a mat nor as a cheese 
mould. 

c) Manioc sieves ( S: manare; P: u'pa). The general form of the 
Panare manioc sieve is very similar to that of the guapa. It is flat but 
slightly concave. It is invariably circular, measuring approximately 50 
cms. in diameter. The weave is open but ihe degree of aperture varíes 
according to the purpose to which the sieve will be put. Although 
these baskets are mostly used for processing manioc, they can also be 
used for straining the sediment from the sugar cane beer that the 
Panare consume at dances. If a sieve is made for the latter purpose, the 
weave is less open than normal. Manioc sieves are occasionally sold to 
the criollos but are made principally for domestic use. 

d) Manioc presses ( S: sebucán; P: 1ink"i'). The Panare manioc press 
is cylindrical in shape and when not in use is about 2 metres long and 
about 10 cms. in diameter. The Panare manioc press has a strap at 
the mouth and a ring at the base. In general shape and forro, the Panare 
manioc press therefore conforms to the type found all over Guiana. 
However the Panare manioc press is simpler than those of many 
Guianese groups and does not feature "hip" or "shoulder girdles" (cf. 
Roth 1924:' 281-286). When the press is to be put to use, it is filled 
with manioc pulp and suspended from a house beam by means of the 
strap at the mouth. A lever is inserted through the ring at the base and 
downward pressure is rxerted. As the pressure on the lever elongates 
the press, the manioc pulp is compacted and the juice contained within 
it runs out of the press and into a bowl placed below. As in the case of 
the manioc sieve, although the press is made principally for domestic 
use, it is also sometimes sold to the criollos. 
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e) Carryin7. baskets ( S: mapire: P: tawa'). The Panare carrying has
ket is wovcn from the !caves of thc kokorito p,ilm ( L: Maximilia11a 
rep,ia Mart.; S: cucurito; P: wii'fae). Thc carrying basket is cssentially 
cylindrical in general form. The base of the basket is convex. Thc mouth 
is circular. The volumc of the Panare carrying baskets varics considera
b]y. The smallest examples, oftcn made as playthings for little girls, have 

mouths of 15 cms. in Jiamcter anJ are ::ibout 20-25 cms. deep. The 
largest baskets of this typc, uscJ for storing rather that carrying, are 
about 50 cms. across the diamctcr of the mouth anJ ahout thc same 
deep. Ir is this type of basket that is most frcqucntly woven by the 
Panarc. Only occasionally are they sold to thc criollos. Evcry Panare 
woman has at lcast two or thrce and uses them for a wiJe variety of 
transportational purposes. 

f) Mats (S: estera, P: fo111ua) and Firl'f1111s (S: t1hcmico; P: p,1pe') 
are also woven from the lcavcs of the kokorito palm. Somerimes firefans 
are woven from thc lca\'es of the palm the Panare cal! kahfr (L: Jes
se11ia hcrtaua Mart.; S: scic). Both ,11-c macle in various sizcs for domes
tic use and are o( ven· simple manufacture. 

APPENDIX TII 

A G!osst1ry o/ Technical Tcrms 

1. Tesscra, tcssc'rt1c', ll'sselt1tc: thc patterns in thc surfacc of twilled 
wovcn plaiting in which coloured elemcnts havc hcen used consist of 
small rectangular sections of approximately the same width but of vary
ing lengths. For this reason, thc graphic patterns of this type of basket
ry are reminiscent of the patterns of stone mosaics. The constituent 
rectangular sections of the graphic pattcrns of twilled woven plairing 
are therefore termcd "tesscrac", the name given to the small picc~s of 
stone, glass, ccramic or other hard material that make up the most com
mon form of mosaic. The singular form of this tcrm is "tessera" and the 
adjectival form is "tessclatc". Thc adjectival form is u sed to describe 

ali examples of twilled woven plaiting in which coloured elements 
have been inserted into the wcave for graphic effcct ( cf. Hames and 
Hames 1976: 17). 

2. T cchnical f eatures and graphic features: throughout this cssay, an 
important distinction is made between the graphic and the technical 
features of tesselate basketry. A tesselate basket is first and foremost a 
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basket and only secondarily a medium of graphic expression. All the 
features of a tesselate basket to do with its construction will be termed 
"technical features", whilst those features to do with the graphic ef
fects achieved on the surface of the basket will be termed "graphic 
features". As is shown in detail in the text, the graphic features of tes
selate basketry are highly constrained by the technical characteristics 
of the medium. 

3. Elements: the strands of raw material from which a basket is 
woven. In the study of basketry, a conventional distinction is made 
between the relatively inflexible and passive elements of a basket and 
the relatively flexible, active elements that bind the former together. 
Elements of the first kind are said to form the "warp" of the basket 
and elements of the latter kind are said to form the "weft". But in 
twilled woven plaiting, this conventional distinction is not properly ap
plicable since all elements in this type of basketry are equally flexible 
and are found in both active and passive roles. 

4. Closed and open weaves: a closed weave is one in which all the 
elements in a parallel series are contiguous. In an open weave, the 
elements are separated from one another by a short gap. 

5. W eave axes: in twilled woven plaiting, there are two seJts of paral
lel elements oriented at an angle of 90 degrees to one another. These 
two sets of elements form the weave axes. 

6. W eave pattern: the pattern created by the weave itself without 
reference to the visual effect that results from the use of coloured 
elements in one or other or both of the axes of the weave. 

7. W eaving technique: the manner in which the elements of one of 
the weave axes pass over and under the elements Gf the transverse axis. 
For example, each element of 1;ach axis could be passed over one element 
of the transverse axis, under the following element of the transverse 
axis, over the third element, under the fourth element and so on. This 
would be a case of a one-over-and-under-one weaving technique. As a 
shorthand, this could be written: 1/1/1. Alternatively, each element of 
each axis of the weave could be passed over the first two elements of 
the transverse axis, then under the next two elements, over the foI!ow
ing two elements and so on. This would be a case of one-over-and
under-two weaving technique. In shotthand, this would be written: 
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1/2/2. If each of the elements of each axis passes over and under three 
elements of the transverse axis this would be a case of a 1/3/3 tech
nique. Similarly, if each element passes over and under four elements 
of the transverse axis, this would be a case of a 1/ 4/ 4 technique. The 
greater the number of elements of the transverse axis that an element 
passes over, the looser the weave. The tightest possible weave would 
therefore be 1/1/1. But this weaving technique is very rarely encoun
tered in Guianese basketry, presumably because the raw material used 
to make the elements would not withstand the strain ( cf. Simpson 
1940: 479). The 1/2/2 technique is used in manioc sieves. Tesselate 
work usually features a predominantly 1/3/3 or 1/4/4 technique. 

8. Tesserae spans: when a 1/3/3 technique is predominant in a 
given form of tesselate basketry, most tesserae extend over three ele
ments in the transverse axis. In a form of tesselate basketry in which 
the predominant technique is 1 / 4/ 4, most tesserae extend over four 
elements in the transverse axis. When a tessera extends over 3 elements 
in the transverse axis, it will be termed a tessera of three ''spans". 
When a tessera extends over four elements, it will be termed a tessera 
of four "spans" ora "four span tessera". Likewise, a tessera that extends 
over one element in the transverse axis will be termed a "single span 
tessera". In Fig. la, the tessera marked (A) is an example of a single 
span tessera. The tessera marked ( B) is· an example of a three 
span tessera. The tessera marked ( C) is an example of a five span tes
sera. The tesserae marked ( D) and (E) are in the transverse axis to the 
tesserae marked (A) - ( C) . Tessera ( D) is a three span tessera ánd 
tessera (E) fs- a single span te~sera. 

9. Graphic patterns and graphic axes: the graphic pattern is the ef
fect produced by the use of coloured elements in the weave of twilled 
woven plaiting. The vertical and horizontal dimensions of this pattern 
form the graphic axes of the pattern. The graphic axes of tesselate 
basketry run obliquely to the weave axes at an angle of 45 degrees. 

10. Chromatic sequence: the order in which coloured elements are 
inserted into the weave. Coloured elements can be inserted discontin
uously into either or both sets of elements or continuously into one 
set of elements only. Coloured eleme~ts are never inserted continuously 
into both sets of elements since this would result in the whole surface 
of the basket being one undifferentiated colour. 
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11. Constructions, motifs and figures: the weave pattern and the 
graphic pattern are made up of tesserae. When these tesserae combine 
together to produce recurrent forms in the weave pattern, they are 
termed "constructions". It is useful to distinguish between "construc
tions" and recurrent forms in the graphic patterns, which will be termed 
"motifs". In the tesselate work of the Guianese Tesselate Tradition, 
the weave patterns and the graphic patterns are identical. Hence, all 
the constructions of this type of tesselate work are also motifs. In the 
traditional Panare type of tesselate guapawork however, the weave 
pattern and the graphic pattern are quite distinct and in this form of 
basketry, most constructions are not motifs. Sorne, but by no means 
all, graphic motifs are considered to be a representation of sorne being 
or thing of the real world. Motifs that are given representational mean
ings of this kind are termed "figures". 

There are a number of constructions that are so frequent in tes
selate basketry, that it is worth giving a name to rhem: 

a) the "eye" construction. The smallest recurrent form in the 
weave pattern of tesselate work is a simple cross-shaped form, consist
ing of a single tessera of three spans flanked by two single span tes
serae. The Panare cal! this construction, tyon, which when translated 
into English means "eye". This construction is sometimes considered to 
be a figure, and one of the rhings that it is said to represent is an eye. 
But the term tyon is also used in a simple analogical sense to describe 
a construction that has a technicail function but no necessary representa
tional meaning. In this essay, the term "eye" construction is used in 
the same analogical sense as it is used by the Panare but will be en
closed in inverted commas to indicare that reference is being made to 
a construction and not to a figure that represents an eye ( cf. Fig. le). 

b) the "tortoise shell" construction. This consists of a square form 
with an "eye" construction in the centre (cf. Fig. la, b). These con
structions, considered as figures, are sometimes thought to represent 
the plaques of a tortoise's shell. But when the term is enclosed in in
verted commas this indicares that reference is being made to a con
struction ·and not to a figure that represents a rortoise. 

e) the "herring bone" .construction. This consists of a parallel 
series of stepped tesserae that form a herring bone pattern ( cf. Fig. 
Id). The Ye'kuana call this construction konoio, literally "rain", but 
the Panare only occasiónally make this association. Normally, i:he Pa
nare will simply refer to this form as tesenmen, literally "the straight 
one(s) ". In view of the lack of specificity of the Panare term, the term 
"herring bone", used by Roth, has been preferred. 
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d) the "box" construction. This consists of a rectangular or square 
form often encountered in concentric series, enclosing a central "tor
toise shell" construction as in Fig. 2b. 

12. Composition: the distribution of graphic forms over the whole 
of one surface of a guapa. 

13. Representational mode: the term "representation" is used in this 
essay in the sense defined by Munn ( 197 3 : 216, note 1): 

" ... a communication with referential meaning in which the sign 
vehicle is a 'structural equivalent' for its referent. Put in another 
way: there is an element of likeness between the form of the 
vehicle and its referent ... " 

In addition, the present authors distinguish between two "modes" of 
representation: 
i) particularistic: representation of a .part of sorne being or thirig. 
ii) holistic: a representation in which an attempt has been made to 
reproduce the whole of the referent. In theory, it would be impossible 

to make a completely holistic representation without reproducing the 
referent entirely. The difference between the particularistic and ho
listic modes of representation is thus a difference of degree rather than 
a difference of kind. 

In the study of Panare guapawork, this distinction is useful for 
differentiating between the representation of the profile or silhouette 
of a referent which is here coI1sidered to be a form of "holistic" re
presentation and the representation of the body markings of certain 
referents which is considered to be a form of "particularistic" represen
tntion. 
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ABSTRACT 

Far the last decade certain Panare communities have been active/y 
involved in the production o/ decorative baskets far sale to indigenous 
cra/twork dealers and tourists. In the first section, this article describes 
the development o/ this trade and traces its effect on the economic or
ganization of the commzmities in volved in it. I t then proceeds to ex
amine the effect o/ commercialization on the artistic quality of the 
haskets produced and on the relationship between Panare artisans and 
their work. The article attempts to show that the trade has had an 
overall beneficia! effect far the Panare since it has provided them with 
a means o/ acquiring the industrial goods they need in a way that does 
not disrupt traditional subsistence activities whilst at the same time 
encouraging them to develop innovative weaving techniques which have 
great!y increased the potential of their basketry as a medium of artistic 
expression. 

RESUMEN 

Durante la última década, algunas comunidades Panare han sido 
activamente involucradas en la producción de cestas decorativas desti
nadas a la venta. En la primera sección, este artículo describe el desa
rrollo de este comercio y presenta sus efectos sobre la organización eco
nómica de las comunidades. Se analizan después las relaciones entre co
mercialización y valor artístico de las cestas así como las relaciones en
tre los artesanos Panare y sus obras. Este trabajo intenta mostrar que 
este comercio ha tenido efectos positivos para los Panare en la medida • en que les permitió c:dquirir productos industriales sin perturbar fun-
damentalmente sus actividades tradicionales de subsistencia; además, 
estimuló nuevas técnicas de tejido que han aumentado considerable
mente la potencialidad creadora de su cestería como medio de expre
rión artística 
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